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ABSTRACT
The thesis presented here is that racism in Canada

involves a negative evaluation and unjust treatment of Blacks which,
although less severe than in some parts of the world is functionally
persistent and pervas1ve because Whites deny their racism, do not

effectively recognize the presence of black people as a significant
social group and do not have to face up to the effects of their own

covert and diffuse acts of discrimination against the powerless
black population, who, as a result have become alienated, anonymous,
demoralized and constrained to disdajn their own blackness.

The

denial of racism, the non-recognition of Blacks and the weakness

of the black co�munity combine to give Canadian Black/White rela

tionships their distjnctive character.
Empjrical data is presented which establishes that Blacks
in Canada have been socio-economically deprived in every aspect of
societal life, historically and by present social structures and
arrangements and have been powerless to change the situation.

Des

pite Canada's offjcial policy of fair treatment for all and despite
the fact that prohibitive legislation against discrimination has
been in force since the 1950's, the relative immobility of Blacks
has not changed.

Their socio-economic destiny lies to a significant

degree vith the decision makers and power holders in the major society.
It js clearly established in this presentation that white
racism in Canada has a distinctive character.

It is the combina

tion of traits Yhich our thesjs includes: the denial of racism, the
concomitant non-recognition of Blacks as a significant social entity
who are entitled to all the rights and privileges of society, inc
luding those which cannot be guaranteed by law, such as access to
ii

ii i
the informal vehicles to upward mobility.

What most Canadian White8

fail to perceive is that the socialization and the structures of
society pred1spo8e them to discriminate on the basis of race.
Idoreover, tha. informed, intelligent Canadian cannot discriminate
overtly because such acts are rejected by the society, being incon
sj stent •.,j th the denial of the society's racist aspects.

Therefore

the v!hite po1..,er holder and decision maker must legitimize his inter
racial acts, whether his acts are favourable to Blacks or affect
them adversely.
The uowerful, �ervasive impact of white racism on
Canadian Blacks gives Canadian racism its other distinctive charac
teristic.

Blacks cannot deny or ignore the racism of the society;

it is an insidious reality which they are powerless to change but
which they must attempt to find ways to handle.

Several of these

responses are cited and discussed.
Finally it is indicated that because society, not its
po�erless black members has the power to change the situation,
positive affjr111ative action is needed and society has a moral res
ponsjbility to take such action.

This thesis has further implica

tions 1Nhich can be applied to the treatment of any powerless group
in any society.

J?l�EFACE

The fundamental preparation and research for this thesis
began before World War II, when, as a graduate of Patterson Col
legjate Instjtute in Vl indsor, Ontario I sought my f:irst job.

I

had exnerjenced the snubs, the insults and the other indignities
of quite overtly expressed and enacted racial discrimination from
early childhood; but in high school the idealism and open mindedness
of adolescent boys and girls led me to believe that perhaps, when
my high school friends and their Canadian peers became the power
holders and the decision makers in this society they would change
structures, patterns and arrangements, putting an end to the in
justjces emanating from a racist society.

As a young adult seeking

a career and a livelihood I soon learned that the very structural
foundations of the society themselves would prevent my peers from
�aking such changes.

Thus this thesis is an attempt to analize a very complex

problem based on more than fifty years of experience as a Black

attempting to achieve a measure of upward mobility in Canadian
society.

The list of persons who have encouraged and influenced
me is long.

I mention only Dr. John C. Hoffman, Dr. George H.

Crowell and my dear wife Marietta who have patiently borne my griefs
and carried my sorrows through�out my academic struggles. A special

note of aupreciation is extended to Dr. Rudolph Helling, whose con
cern nrornpted a ne\v effort after a lapse of seven years, resulting
in the present submission.

Lyle. E. Talbot
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THE DISTINCTIVE CHARACTER OF RACISM IN CANADA
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The idea of "race" is deeply imbedded in Western
Culture and consequently, is eminently worthy of
inclusion in the history of ideas as well as the
history of the political economy. 1
Racism is a world-wide phenomenon.

It has taken many

forms, from the most overt and oppressive as in the slave trade

and present day apartheid to the most covert.

Apartheid is not

only the most overt, but also the most extreme form of large
scale contemporary racism.

However, the subjugation of Blacks

in the former regimes of Angola and Rhodesia was as thorough as
apartheid even though less severe.
animosity which exist

The racial antagonism and

in Guyana and Uganda between Blacks and

Asians ha_ve yet a different character.

Colour prejudice is a

socio-political reality in the West Indies and in the United
States of America but here again the differences are as critical
as the similarities.

Australia, Britain and most European coun

tries have racial situations somewhat like Canada's.
types.

Racism against Blacks in Canada is among the most covert
In this country equality among races is accepted not

only as an ideal toward which to strive but moreover as a real
ity which, except for minor aberrations has been acheived.

We

shall examine Black/White race relationships in Canada in order
1

2

t0 i.dentify those character·stics which, in combination, distin
�uish racism in this country from the racism found in other
parts of the world.
efjnitjons.
--------"Race", as it applies to human bejngs, refers to common
features, usually physically "dentifiable, wh"ch differentiate
Eroups of people from one another.

To be considered a race a

rroup �ust he large enou�h numerically, relative to the world
population to be recognized around the world.
"Racjsm"2as used jn this text is the tendency to treat
a

roup of people unjustly on the basis of their race.

White

racism refers to those societal traits, historical and present
practjces, patterns and socio-economic arrangements which have
become institutionalized and which have contributed to the actual
or relative de rivation of Blacks and other visible groups.
nst1tutional racism is not necessarily equated with conscious
or deliberate acts or attitudes on the part of any persons or
p;roups ,Jjthin the society.

t ·s often, if not generally, ac-

cepted as the normal situation, the way things are.

Thus our

use of the tern "racist" does not i.mply the necessity of racial
antagonis1n as an ingredient.

One can be a racist without having

antagon·stic feelings toward another racial group, as we shall
deft'lonstrate.
A society is any social community.

Canadian society, then,

is the community of peonle who constitute the nation of Canada.
'hite society ·.n this study refers to the community which is
racially identified as white, approximately 95.8 percent of the
population according to the 1961 census?

3
TABLE I
ESTIMATED POPULATION OF VISIBLE MINORITY GROUPS IN CANADA IN

1.2Z2

Comp,iled by - Lyle E. Talbot - All rights reserved.

BLACKS - {Including Canadian born, African, Caribbean)
70,000
60,000
Canadian-American
Guayanese
18,000
15,000
15,000
12,000
Haitian
10,000
12,000
B arbadian
45,000
50,000
Trinidadian
65,000
60,000
Jamaican
.2�000
2,000
Nigerian
15,000
20,000
Others ( Antiguan,)(Grenadian, St. Kitts, St. Vincent,)
(Tobago, Montserrat, other parts of Africa,)
(via England)
Total
219,000
252,000
- or 1% of Population
Native Peoples
Indians
M4tis
Inuit
Total

250,000
100,000
20,000
370,000

Asian
Indian
Ch1nese
Philippine
Korean
Malaysian
Sri-Lankan (Ceylon)
Ugandan-Asian
Vietnamese
Japanese
Pakistani
Total

326,OOO - ( Includes Status and
Non-Status)
150,000
25,000
501,000
- or 2% of Population

100,000
120,000
60,000
7,000
3,000
10,000
6,000
8,000
37,000
18,000
369,000

150,000
130,OOO - (Includes ibetan and
Taiwanese)

423,000

- or

it%

18,000
3,000
10,000
23,000
25,000
29,000
108,000

110,000

- or

t%

Middle Eastern
Egyptian
Syrian
Macedonian
Israeli
Lebanese

Armenian

Total -

Total Estimation

- 1,066,000

1l1

40,000

1,.286 ,ooo

of Population

of Population

- or approx. 5% of
Canada's Population

September, 1977
Compiled fron estimates submitted to the Departnent of the Secretary
of State for inclusion in a departmental publication.
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A racist society is one in which a particular racial group,
in Canada's case Whites, dominates or �onopoltzes the decision
making processes, effectively excluding another racial group,
Blacks, and limiting the social and economic mobility of the
latter group.

Jther visible minority groups are victims of

white racis� in Canada, but we are dealing only with Blacks, and
while there are some parallels between the situation of Blacks
and other �roups, very few comparisons will be made because of
the limitations of this study.
As long as the racial .§_tatll,.§. �.2 remains stabilized, a
racist society will remain �aci�t because institutionalized
racism is a self-perpetuat·ng phenomenon.

Crowell observes that:

Truly powerful are those injustices which have be
come institutjonalized--those -which have in particular socjeties become regarded as the normal and proper
avenues of behaviour, and which have been sanctioned
by tradition and custom. Backed by the sanction of
the com unjty such injustices have deep and abiding
roots.

4

v: e
mination.

nust also differentiate between prejudice and discri
Racial discrjmination is a specific act or circumstance

which, whether consciously and deliberately or unconsciously
perforned or allowed, adversely affects the life style, privi
lege or opportunity of individuals or groups who belong to a
particular race.

A discriminatory act �ay be conscious and de

liberate, in which case the discriminator is acting out of racial
orejudice; or it iay be unconsciously and unintentionally d"scri.1inatory, in which case the discri 11inator is unaware that the
action is racially discrj1inatory because it is accentable in
Canad1an socjety. The· definiti n
thesi

li s is t

f

iscrimi �ati n

w ich - his

cine contained in the International Convention

5
on the Elimination of all Porms of Racial Discrimination:
In this Convention the tern "racial discrimination"
shall mean any distinction, exclusion, restriction
or preference based on race, colour, descent or
national or ethnic origin which has the purpose or
effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition,
enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of
hu�an rights and fundamental freedoms in the poli
tical, economic� social, cultural or any field of
:J
public life.
Prejudice, from the root verb to prejudge, is a pre
conceived opinion or attitude which influences the kinds of
responses and reactions which manife.st

thernsel ves when one is

c6nfronted by the object of one's prejudice.

These attitudes

�ay or �ay not be expressed in overt acts of discrimination,
dependinf. on the inclination of the prejudiced person and/or the
limjtations and restraints set by the society.

However, when

vre speak of racial �rejudice we must not forret that it is
usually associated with derogatory or detrimental and demeaning
attitudes.
Blackness in the context of our study refers to the
identjfication of persons of whatever degree of pigmentation of
skin with the black racial group.

A person is regarded as black

a) if he is physically identifiable by colour, hair tex
ture, facial features (broad nose, thick lips, for example) as
belongin� to the black racial group; and/or
b) if by association and social interaction he identifies
himself as a rne�ber of the black racial group; and/or
c) jf he is perceived by a significant number of Blacks
or Whites as hejnf black rep-ardless of skin pigmentation or the
extent of his social interaction with other Blacks.

6
Statement of Thesis.
Racism in Canada involves a negative evaluation and
un�ust treatment of Blacks which, although less severe than in
some parts of the world is functionally persistent and pervasive
because Whites deny their racism, do not effectively recognize
the presence of black people as a significant social group and
do not have to face up to the cumulative effects of their own
covert and diffuse acts of discrimination against the powerless
black population who, as a result have become alienated, anony
mous and constrained to disdain their own blackness.

The denial

of racism, the non-recognition of Blacks and the weakness of tae
black community combine to give Canadian Black/White relations
their specific character.
Methodolo�.
The �aterial for this presentation has been drawn from
many sources, some of which are not ordinarily found in a masters
thesis.

It will be noted that a great deal of unpublished

-�aterial, includin? personal records of the writer has been
used.

Many years of experience with and involvement in the

events and issues related to the thesis have enabled the writer
to expand the scope of research and study beyond available lib
rary sources.
Since the work, to an extent, is based on personal ex
perience, the study, at times, has a subjective dimension.
Nevertheless, in an effort of this sort such immediate and per
anal data can be a valuable asset in providing a unique source
of evidence.

7
Nuances of the Canadian Situation.
In an unpublished paper entitled, "Blacks in Canada, The
Forp-otten Minorjty," Michael Simler writes:
Observers of Canadian affairs have never recognized
the existence of a set of problems involving Blacks
in Canada, much less recognized their presence.
Recent concerns expressed by Canadians over other
minority groups have begun to "spill over" into a
questioning of the problems faced by Blacks in Canada.
Until recently the "Negro Question" to Canadians
referred to the Black people in the United States;
even the presence of Blacks in a few large cities
provided little discourse and discussion by Cana
dians. Blacks in Canada, according to the average
Canadian meant, and generally still refers to,
West Indians, unwanted immigration, and potential
trouble coming from the States. The experiences
are almost e
· ntire y limited to what has been por
trayed on television (i.e. problems in the United
States). And such descriptions have ignored the
basic concerns of the domestic Black population.

. . .. . . ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . ..

Throughout Canadian history the.re has been a fervent
desire to be considered separate and superior to
the United States. This belief forms a central part
of the Canadian national myth and ideology; there
fore, it is easy to understand how the "Negro problem"
to Canadians, white and black, is the problem of
Blacks in the United States, not in Canada.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

One should then ask how much more estranged or
alienated from the life of Canada or any country
can a citizen become when no one in a powerful
position seems to want him counted as a citizen. 6
Thus we affirm that being black in Canada becomes an obstacle
to a healthy self esteem and a strong group identity.

This

leads to spurious identification with the United States by both
Blacks and Whites on racial matters.

Furthermore, the subtle

ties of racis� as it functions in Canada are difficult to isolate,
define or counteract, since they are obscured by an ideology of
fa.i r treatrnent for all.
The importance of group identity and the reactions of the
'significant other' are prime considerations in the context of

8
Black/White relationships.

Frantz Fanon contends that:

Man is human only to the extent to which he tries
to impose his existence on another man in order to
be recognized by him. As long as he has not been
effectively recognized by the other, that other
will remain the theme of his actions. It is on
that other being, on recognition by that other
being that his own human worth and reality depend. 7
Canadian white society has effectively ignored the black presence.
Hence the self-concept of Blacks is derived from the at�itudes
of V7 hites rather than indigenously.

Blacks accept the society's

value syste� which does not include a positive evaluation of
blackness.

Henry writes:

Black values are to a large part derived from the
wider White society rather than being solely inter
nally from anongst the Black communities.

.

. .. . . .. . . . ..

. .

.

. . .

. . . . .

.

we suggest that the only value system to which Blacks
became socialized was that of the rest of society. 8
Since the society does not have to prove or disprove its
racis� as it affects the life style of its powerless black popu

lation who do not pose a threat, the racist society is perpetu
ated and Blacks have become alienated, anonymous, demoralized
and constrained to disdain their own blackness.

9
FOOTNOTES

l Don H owie,
..) .
" hegrQ uigest , Vo1 .
Le
of nacism,
.
• ..
h O r1g1ns
. .
XIX, No. 4, February 1971, pp. 39 ff.
2navid R. Hughes and Evelyn Kallen, The Ana my of Racism:
Canadian Dimensions, (Montreal, Harvest House, 197t}, pp. 78, 80 f.,
101 ff. On page 105 these writers state, "It is clear that the
c��cept of racism •.• refers not only to an ideology••• but
also to actions on the part of one group which have disadvanta
geous effects upon another••• racism implies the idea of
differential power.•••
3Living In Canada, Department of Manpower and Immigration,
(Ottawa, 1971), p. 13; see also Table!, infra.
4George H. Crowell, Societ� Against Itself, (Philadelphia,
Westminster Press, 1986), p. 19.
5International Year for Action to Combat Racism and Racial
Discrimination, Department ofExternalAffairs, { Ottawa-,-1971),
p. 3.
6Michael Semler, "Blacks in Canada, the Forgotten Minority,"
unpublished paper, Washington Univ., St. Louis, 1971.
:'IT

,..\ •

?Frantz Fanon, Black Faces, White Masks, Trans., Chas. L.
Markmann, (New York, 1967), p. 276.�--8Frances Henry, Forgotten Canadians; The Blacks of Nova
Scotia, (Don Mills, Longman, 1973;, pp. 154, 105.

CHAPTER II
EMPIRICAL DATA ON RACISM I� CA1'l"ADA
Canada's Official Policy:� Denial of �acis!!!.
The Government of Canada has proclaimed that this is a
multi-national, multi-cultural, pluralistic nation with two
founding peoples, English and French, and a large number of
people from many different countries and cultural backgrounds.
Iv1embers of every group are said to have the opportunity to
develop and advance socio-economically along relatively paral
lel lines and still retain those aspects of their own parti
cular culture which they see as desirable.
The Department of Manpower and Immigration published a
booklet, Living in Canada, which has been presented as part of
an information kit to persons immigrating to Canada from nations
around the world.

It says in part:

Canada has traditionally welcomed newcomers and
offered them an opportunity to contribute their
talents in the development of a young, dynamic
and challenging nation • • • the strengths of the
two founding peoples, English and French, have
been immensely enriched by the contributions of
people from many other lands. From this background
have come our democratic way of life and our
basic freedoms, our economic strength and our
music, art and literature.
Through an immigration policy which is completely
non-discriminatory with regard to race, religion
and colour, more than 3�000,000 newcomers have settled
in Canada since 1945 • • • . 1
It must be stated at this point that despite this avowed policy
Canada's immigration practices have avNays provided preferential
treatment to immigrants from Europe, effectively limiting the
10

11
number of landed immigrants from the non-white countries of

Asia, Africa and the Caribbean.

These practices are reflected

in the percentage distribution of the ethnic origins of the

population of Canada according to the 1961 census which indi
cated

that 95.8% origjnated from the British Isles and Europe 2

whose racial, cultural and ethnic backgrounds are similar to
those of the first white settlers.

Thus, regardless of the

way in ,rhich the immigration policy has been re-designed or
interpreted

the outcome has been to enhance the existing

socio-economic and racial structure.

Canada's immigration practices have been racist from

the early days of white settlement, but the decision makers in

this area have camouflaged their racism by stating overtly that

they were considering the ultimate best interests of the people
seeking entry into the country.3

One of the considerations of

the so-called 'ultimate best interests• was founded on the myth

that Blacks coming to Canada from warm climates could not stand
up under the severe Canadian winters, even though from 30,000

to 60,000 of them had survived very well through three or more

generations at the time of the Immigration Act of 1923 which

incorporated the acceptance of this false myth in its contents.

Consequently, Blacks have never numbered as much as 2 %
4
They h ave a1ways been controlled
of the popu1at.ion at any t·1me.
in their mobility and have never had sufficient strength, politi
cally or economically to advance their own cause and gain entry

into the mainstream of Canadian society with equal opportunity.
Those who did come to this country in this century prior to
1965 entered primarily as porters, domestics or students.5

12
From their earliest arrival in Canada Blacks have been
the victims of segregation in education, housing and social acti
vities and

f

discrimination in career and job opportunities.

Segr�ation in Housing.
A significant fact to be noted in connection with hou
sing, for example, is that native born black residents of
Ontario and Nova Scotia are among the oldest families in the
cities where they live.

Nevertheless they are still at the

base of the social structure in housing and in other aspeets
of urban life.6
Like other migrating groups, Blacks tended to reside
together geographically in the cities.

This can be the source

of support and positive motivation provided that the members
of the group have established facilities and services designed
to work toward the solving of common problems.

Lacking these

resources, the geographical concentration can be a potential
source of maladaptive, self-defeating behaviour.

In Canada,

segregation in housing has not led to solidarity and yet has
persisted through several generations.

These paradoxical as

pects differentiate black residential areas from the voluntar
ily segregated areas occupied by other ethnic groups.
Helling's finding that in housing Blacks do not enjoy
a freedom in their choice of residence in Windsor? is valid
for all cities in Canada in which Blacks reside and the adverse
effects of this situation on their socio-economic upward mobi
lity are relatively the same across the country.

The writer's

personal knowledge of the housing situation of Blacks in

every population centre in

13
anada in which they have resided

in this century can be verified by further research.

t js a

fact that, without exception black residency has been concen
trated either in the downto�n core area or on the outskirts of
town, or both, as in Windsor, Ontario.

For example, Hal"fax,

Nova Scotia, with its Africville, Antigonish,

ova Scotia,

St. John, New Brunswick, Cote de Nieges ·n lontreal, the Soho
Lippincott-Bathurst area in Toronto and the area east of the
railroad station in Chatham, Ontario are all areas of histor·
cal black residency.
Black

Employment.
,.hite Society does not admit to employment discrimina-

t.JOn 8 but e idence indicates tnat ther definitely
to

r

limitations to the employment and career advancement

opportunities for Blacks in �anada.

--

e de��ac-

These limitations may

vary from city to city and from one occupation to another.
For example, in large industrial and business establishments

across the country there were in 1969 no black middle or upper
managers, much less black executives. 9

e to the lasting

effects of historical racism Blacks have not yet attained to
such positions of power to a degree significantly relative to
the black population.

It is only in the professional arena

where academic skills and knowledge cannot be ignored in a society
which claims to be open, that Blacks have achieved a measure
of success and prestige.

But even here Clairmont and 1agjll

note that
This reflects, not a good opportunity structure

14'.
for Blacks in Canada but rather an aspect of
Canada's immigration policy. West Indian Blacks
and American born Blacks, recruited as professional workers, account for these statistics.
Canada has not opened wide its doors much to
foreign born Blacks, nor have native born Blacks
been offered equal opportunity with white
10
Canadians.
In sports and entertainment, where Blacks have achieved
significant recognition in the United States, Canadian Blacks
remain virtually obscure.

The presence of many Blacks in

professional baseball and football in Canada is a reflection
of a spill-over from the United States rather than of a change
in Canadian societal structures.

�imilarly, in professional

soccer the black players on Canadian teams gained recognition
in the Third World countries.

Hockey originated in Canada and

there have been outstanding Blacks in amateur leagues for decades,
but only since the expansion of the National Hockey League and
the World Hockey Association

in the late 1970's have we seen

a mere handful of black players.

Hence the number of black

athletes, black entertainers and black professional models
seen on 'Canadian' television is quite misleading.

They are

practically all Americans.

In 1947, 97% of all employed Blacks in Windsor, Ontario

worked at some type of common labour. 11

Helling found that this

percentage had been only slightly reduced to 93% by 1965,

despite the fact that the Ontario Fair Employment Practices

Act had been in force since 1951 and the Federal Fair Employ
ment Practices Act since 1953. 12 He found further that on the
individual level, the number of black skilled tradesmen was
disproportionately low according to the population. 13

Racism
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affects all ethnic groups in the trades and professions, but
it affects Blacks most.

No black lawyer, doctor or dentist

had established a practice in Windsor in the 15 years prior to
1970.

Nonetheless, the professions are the area of employment

where Blacks are not at the base of the social structure. We
have already noted that this is due largely to Canada's selec
tive immigration policy as well as to the overt denial of racism.
Furthermore, in 1981, only 12.2% of visible minority

group m,embers have found employment in Metro Toronto in the
professional, managerial and technical categories, despite the
fact that Canada's immigration regulations require entrants to

possess skills that are in demand in the Canadian labour market.14

This means either that Blacks who come to Canada with post
secondary school training are not finding jobs to match their
skills or that the second generation of immigrant families are
facing the same barriers that Canadian Blacks have faced for
generations. More tnan likely both of these observations are

valid, since sociologists predicted this in the early 1970's.15
The Public Service Commission of Canada reported that

at December 31, 1980 after seven years of affirmative action,
participation of Blacks by occupational categories in the

Maritimes was:
Report of Equal Opportunities Unit (unpublished)
Category
� of Total Employees · � of Black Employees
Executive
0.1
o.o
Scientific and
1.2
5.9
Professional
Administrative and
Foreign Service
11.5
7.4
Technical
lJ.8
1.8
Administrative Support
26.6
19.7
(Secretarial/Clerical)
Operational
49.0
6J.O
(Trades and Labour)
100.0
Total

In addition, as Helling indicated,16
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when interacting

in the larger community, black professionals are legitjmized
primarily by their professional status.

Outside their own

profession and the social interactions which emanate therefrom,
they do not enjoy any higher p restige or privilege than their
non-professional brothers and sisters.

Metaphorically, white

society does not recognize the black skin but by its own stan
dards it must recognize the 'sheepskin'.
Apart from the professions, then, the findings of studies
of the employment situation of Blacks in Canada available to
the writer in 1975 were similar to those of Helling; that
Blacks are undeniably at the base of the social structure in
urban society when considered as an identifiable social group.
In such a menial occupation as stevedoring, for example, Local

169 of the International Longshoremens Association in Halifax 17
excluded Blacks from union membership prior to 1962.
1962 and
inoe

1975

1975

they a\.,. i tted. no

Betwe·en

new members, black or white p

they hav�t found themselves in the position of having

700 members, steady work for only about JOO, but bargaining
for about 1250 dockworkers, that is, workers whose usual
occupation was stevedoring.

Even if the local had ¥oted to

lift the colour bar or if the government had ordered them to
do so, the local could not have admitted Blacks to membership
in these circumstances.

Since "the Nova Scotia economy has

been sluggish and new opportunities for Blacks have not deve

loped,"18 the racial situation on the H alifax docks appears to
have no imminent solution.
Some casual observers suggest that the situation of
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Blacks in a large city like Toronto is better than in other

parts of Canada.

Admittedly, Toronto does offer more job oppor

tunities covering a wider range because of its size. But despite
the fact that the Helling study,19 the Dalhousie report,20 the
Owen Sound report,21and the St. John report,22 all state that

young Blacks go to large cities like Toronto seeking better
job opportunities, the situation in Toronto is not noticeably
different from the rest of Canada.

The weekly newspaper Cont�!

· reported in 1981 that an Equal Employment Utilization Study on
Visible Kinorities indicated that Netro Toronto's visible min
orities still experience major employment discrimination.23

To be sure, one should not overlook the phenomenon that

voluntary migration from one country to another or from one
part of a large country like Canada to another part has a very
selective characteristic.

It takes a lot of self-confidence,

aggressiveness and initiative for a person to uproot himself

from the familiar environment of his small home community and
migrate to the new kind of environment which is to be found in

a great metropolis like Toronto.

The young Black who leaves

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Owen Sound or even ·andsor and moves

to Toronto is more likely than the more complacent ones who

stay at home to have the kind of temperament which it takes to

search for a job and an apartment and then

to file a formal

complaint with the authorities when he or she perceives an act

of discrimination prohibited by law.
Table II

below shows that whereas approximately 22% of

Canada's Blacks reside in Toronto, 52.3% of complaints from

Blacks handled by the Fair Employment Practices Branch of

]

Labour Canada in federal jurisdiction from 1971 to 1974 inc
lusive were submitted by Toronto Blacks.

These figures assume

added significance when one considers the limited coverage
provided by federal human rights legislation in 1974.�

The

legislation prohibited discrimination in employment only in
companies or enterprises falling under the legislative authority
of the Parliament of Canada.

In Toronto this would include

only a miniscule proportion of the work force of that city.
TABLE II
Summary of Cases--Fair Employment Practices Branch, Canada Dept.
of Labour, January 1, 1971 to December 31, 1974.
Total Formal Complaints
Complaints from Blacks
(Race and/or Colour)
Complaints from Toronto
Blacks
Complaints from Blacks
Canada, outside Toronto
Complaints from Toronto
Blacks as a percentage of
all complaints from Blacks

Number
--178

Percent
100.0

88

49.4

46

26 .0

42

2 4.6

46

52 .3

*Total estimated black population of Canada - - - - - - *Estimated black population of Toronto - Toronto's Black Population as a percentage of
Canada's Total Black Population - - - - - - - - - -

22 5,000

50,000

22.2%

*Mean of black population figures quoted by black publications
and organizations. No census figures for Blacks are included
in the 196 1 or 1971 Census.
The Ontario Human Rights Commission reported in 1979
that of

6 59

formal complaints investigated, 373 or 56 .5% were
on the grounds of race and colour. 25 Over 80% of all complaints
were in employment.

Clairmont and Magi1126 concur with Helling 27 and other

researchers that it is clear that the prejudice and discrimination
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in employment to which Blacks have been subjected have been
key factors in the maintenance of poverty among them.
statistics again support this data.
received by the

Complaint

Of 808 formal compla"nts

ova Scotia Human Rights Commission in the

years 1969 to 1973 and 1975 to 1977 inclusive, 463, or 57.6%

were by Blacks, according to the Summary of Activities of the
8
Commission for those years.2
The Annual Report of the Canadian Human Rights Commissjon

for 1980 covering the whole country Z) shows that 19.9% of
complaints were on the grounds of race and colour.

But this

is by no means a complete representation of complaints from
Blacks, since complaints on multiple grounds are arbitrarily
designated and reported on only one ground.

Thus jf a black

woman complained on the grounds of race,colour, sex and marital
status, her complaint is more than likely to be reported
statistically as one on the ground of sex, given the impact of
the feminist movement on human rights legislation and

activity

in recent years.
The economic marginality of Blacks can be seen further
in the considerably high rate of unemployment through generations.
Helling concludes with regard to Vindsor Blacks:
It has been frequently claimed that problems of
racjal discrimination are not at all racially con
ditioned, but the consequences of hidden social
class variables. If Negroes would, for example,
reach middle class status, they would not be
treated differently from other middle class groups.30
However he found that
Negroes of low income occupations seem to exper
ience less difficulties when trying to get a job.
Only 37% of low income respondents mention diffi- ·
culties in trying to obtain a job. This is in
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contrast to middle and upper income respondents.
f
these, about 2/3 experience difficulties. There seems
to be an attempt to keep Negroes in the traditjonal
menial jobs and away from middle class occupations •
• • • Negroes of all three income groups experience
sim"lar problems and difficulties. It therefore
appears that the hypothesis that middle class
Negroes experience less problems of discrimination
cannot be validated. Problems of discrimination in
Windsor are race problems and not social class
problems. 31

. .

.

. .

. .

. . . . . . .

.

.. . .

. .

For egroes, discrjmination is real and not a fancied
phenomenon • • • • the reality of difficulties is not
a consequence of the social position of the inter-_
viewees, but a consequence of differential treatment
of Negroes in this city. 32

By 1981 more Blacks

income occupations.

roportionately had moved into middle

The incidence of perceived discrimination

now encompasses the management categories.33
Education.

Helling34 found that long established patterns of soc·a1

segregation have continued to separate black and white popu
lations outside the area of employment and housing.

For example,

at the time of Helling's report, Blacks were being excluded
from pseudo-private social clubs, bathing beaches and golf
and country clubs.35

He noted in passing that there were fewer

black high school graduates,

roportionately, but he d"d not

explore the reasons.

There is presently no overt or official segregation in

educational institutions in Canada.

The last de jure all-black

schools in Harrow, Ontario, near Windsor .and in Halifax (Afric
ville) were closed in 1965.36 Nevertheless, there are stjll
a few small schools in Nova Scotia Antigonish) and Ontario

(North Buxton
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with almost 100% black students due to the

population of the school districts and the geographic isolation
of the communities.37

Moreover, other subtle practices and

arrangements st·11 retard the educational progress of Blacks.

Education is seen as the most viable vehicle toward upward

mobility in society by social scientists, but most black youth,

if judged by the high drop-out rates in high schoo138 tend to

regard this as a myth because it doesn't seem to work for them.

Blacks who might aspire to such careers as accounting, business

administration, law, engineering, political science, economics,

in which the individual most often must depend largely on

others in the profession for his or her start see no convincing
evidence that their efforts will be rewarded.39

the Dalhousie

eport indicated that

n

ova Scotia,

• • • the low educational achievement of those
now out of school was, as mentioned earlier, cer
tainly affected in some cases by their social and
economic condition: the need for money, the belief
that education would be of little help to them in
seeking employment, crowded living quarters, lack
of intellectual stimulation among their peers,
friends quitting school early, inferior educational
facilities (under Africville's previously segre
gated school system at least), lack of a normal
family pattern and the like • • • Halifax Negro
students appear likely to repeat the limitations
and disabilities of their parents. 40

One of the reasons given for dropping out of school by
indsor respondents 41 was that counsellors and teachers had

discouraged black students from pursuing academic careers
because they felt it to be in the 'best interests' of the

Black to advise him or her to seek employment in the ·naustrial
field as a semi-skilled worker or as a technician/tradesman.
Labour Canada and the Royal Bank of Canada attempted
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to recruit young Blacks as bank management trainees in South-

western Ontario in the summer of 1974.42

Only one young lady

showed up at a meeting held in Windsor to allow an officer of

the Bank to present the kinds of careeropportunities available.

A committee of five leading black community youth workers had
assured the organizers that an estimated 35 young people
would attend.

As a matter of fact only three of the five local

committee members attended.

It seems that young Blacks and

some older ones too, have been conditioned to believe that

white decision makers are not really serious when they offer

opportunities because of their past records.

You see the

pattern has always been that Blacks were not employed in banks
even as tellers, let alone as management personnel.
The merit principle which Canada's official policy
espouses presumes that equal opportunity begins at the time

of applying for a job.

This is a myth.

begins in the nursery or kindergarteno

F,qual opportunity

It cannot be achieved

as long as educational and extra-curricular activities and

facilities depend on the tax assessment values in the school
district.

But the 'common sense' approach to education de

fends the concept that the children of those who pay the highest
taxes should enjoy the best in educational facilities and have
the best qualified teachers.

Blacks, who are cone entrated

primarily in the low tax paying central core

and in rural

areas just outside of town do not have equal education oppor
tunity when one considers education in its total environmental
context.
McDiarmid and Pratt affirm that education as it functions
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in most cultures permits children's attitudes to be shaped in
a wide variety of ways, but it is the dominant group which sets
the patterns.

They confirm our contention that blackness, if

it has any meaning at all in Canada carries with it negatjve
connotations which either ignore or denigrate Blacks and that
4
this ign orance perpetuates itself generationally. 3 Social
studies textbooks were written from the point of view of the
middle class value system which venerates hard work and rapid
· achievement, admires responsibility, values property, extols
education and stresses the desirability of prestige and res
pectability.

All sub-groups within the soclety are judged by

these criteria.
Formal education in Ontario is not presently programmed
to eliminate the effects of established social arrangements
and behavioural patterns nor to change attitudes which have
been transmitted through generations of misguided information.
McDiarmid and Pratt found that in this regard secondary school
texts were more unfavourable to Blacks than elementary texts.
This serves to reinforce negative attitudes learned in early
childhood and to instill such attitudes in the minds of those
who, as children learned little or nothing about Blacks.
Misconceptions of the concept of race form one of
the issues which most divide men in a divided world.
Yet the facts that refute the misconceptions have
been easily available for decades. Our research
reveals that there is little chance that Ontario
students will, through the medium of their textbooks, become acquainted with these facts; if they
touch on the topic at all in schools, there is an
equal chance that they will learn the misconceptions.44
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However it must be recognized that textbook writers
are caught in the vicious circle of perpetuation;

they write books that publishers will accept;
publishers will accept books that school boards
will adopt; school boards will adopt books that
public opinion will demand; but public opinion is
determined by the content of the books themselves.
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This •vicious circle of perpetuation• to which they refer ex
tends beyond the formal education system to the levels where
power is held and decisions are made and is therefore part and

parcel of the situation in which Blacks find themselves.
· 1-<eligion.

In the religious sphere, similarly, all-black churches
which came into being in Canada in the early 184 0's because of
the racial prejudice which was expressed in white churches46
have persisted wherever there was a concentration of Blacks�47
The number of all-black churches is relatively high according
the black population of the cities and towns in which they are
located except for those cities in which the black population

is made up of a majority of \lest Indians.

For example, in

1970, v indsor, Ontario, with an estimated black population of

about J,000 had six black churches among three denominations
(two in each), more than Toronto (four) with approximately
50,000 Blacks.

The existence of the black churches in Canada

is related more to historic racism than to population density.
Moreover, despite the tremendous increase in the black popu
lation of Toronto and r110ntreal, the number of black churches

has not increased except for the recent establishment of one
or two small congregations of non-traditional sects in both
of these cities.
There is no indication of any movement toward
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congregational integration with Whites or even between con
gregations, black and white, of the same denomination.

The

latter phenomenon is due to a significant degree to the infla
tionary values of the properties upon which the church build
ings stand.

The greatest economic stake that Blacks as a

social group hold in Canada is their church properties.

As

long as they can manage to maintain these buildings, any move
to sell them would be overwhelmingly opposed by the members.
Blacks in Canada have been led to believe that the sentimental
and historic value of their churches far outwieghs the cash
value.

For example, the First Baptist 0hurches in both Windsor

and Toronto are each worth in access of a quarter of a million
dollars on today's inflated real estate market.

Their replace

ment value as churches is even greater.
Black clergymen in 0anada generally support the racial
status guo, at least in religion, probably , among other things
which Helling48 points out, because small black congregations

and their pastors depend on economic support from the white
community, directly in the form of donations and indirectly
in the form of jobs for their parishioners.

The status guo

is further reinforced by the fact that the majority of black
pastors dp not possess the academic qualifications to compete
successfully on 0anada's major religious denominations.

The

high prestige which they enjoy among their own people and the
esteem with which they are regarded by the larger community
would be lost to most of them if their churches were to in
tegrate with white churches of the same denomination.
With regard to churches in the larger community, most

of them function on a more or less rigid parochial svstem with
in denominations based on geographical area.

This means that

a church draws its adherents mainly from the area of respon
sibility which the church covers.

Thus the membership of the

church reflects the socio-economic strata of the residents of
the area, which in turn is directly related to the economic
opportunities and privileges enjoyed by these residents.

The

likelihood of any more than a token number of Blacks being
found in a church located in a middle or upper class residen
tial area is very slight, not because of any conscious preju-

dice or ill-will such as was prevalent a hundred

4
years ago, 9

but because of the lasting effects of past housing patterns
and present economic and social conditions.

The predominantly

all-white church can effectively ignore the presence of Blacks
in Canada with insensibility.

The institutional church, more

by default than by deliberate intention, has failed to counter

act the historical patterns and social arrangements which have
emanated from racial sources.

The sin of the church, both

black and white, is not so much that they have done wrong,

but that they have done nothing.

rtacist Structures rtestrict Black Activities.
An example of the way in which the racist structures of
Canadian society restrict the parameters of black activity is
cited from the records of the East Side, Vindsor, Credit Union
Ltd. concerning the changes in the name of the organization

from 1944 to 1962.5°

The organization first applied for a

charter early in 1944 to operate under the name °Fellowship,
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vrindsor, Credit Union Ltd.", with its bond of association pro
posed to cover the area of greatest concentration of Blacks
in the city; but it was intended that the membership would be
racially integrated.

The Cooperatives Branch of the Ontario

Department of Agriculture ruled that either the name or the
bond of association {preferably both) must limit membership
to "persons of .. �egro origin", even though the 0redit Union Act
stated that there must be no discrimination against any person
in access to membership or to the rights and privileges of
membership because of race, religion or national origin.
After five months of correspondence the group was obliged to
include the words "Coloured Churches" in its name.
After seven years, however, they found that the members
of the churches named in the bond of association were not sup
porting the credit union enough to retain the limitation on
membership eligibility, even though most of the pastors were
members and three of them had held office at various times
during the first seven years.

So in 1951 they applied to the

Supervisor of Credit Unions for a change in name and bond of

association which would broaden the scope of potential members.
After another exchange of letters, they were once again forced
to retain the word 'Coloured' in the name "Coloured Community,
Windsor, Credit Union Ltd."

Twelve years later, when the esta

blishment of the Ontario Human Hights Code and Commission in
Ontario made it appear that they might at last have a chance
to expand, and when most working Blacks had by this time gained
access to credit unions at their places of employment offering
more convenient services, the Board again applied for a change

of name and bond of association.

2�
This time it was ruled that

the name could be changed to "East

ide, ,·lindsor, Credit Union

Ltd." but the bond of association had to remain the members
and adherents of the five churches named in the original charter.
In practice, the Credit Union ignored its bond of asso
ciation, confident that the Government would take no action
against them for admitting white members.

Nevertheless, in

spite of the changes in name and the open membership policy
whjch had been publicized door to door throughout the area,
encouraging and soliciting white membership as well as black,
East Side Credit Union remained abnormally small and about 98%,
Black.

The image created by its original name persisted.

Unlike West Windsor Credit Union which, of course is practi
cally all white and whose members·are representative of the area
jn which it is located, East Side remained black; Whites could
not be induced to join.
Because Blacks in Windsor as in the rest of Canada lack
a strong sense of group identity and solidarity, Blacks alone
could not be recruited in sufficiently large numbers.

East

Side Credit Union was forced to close its doors and amalgamate
with a larger industrial credit union in 1981 because of the

failure of potential members to join it and use its services.
·�e affirm that the patterns of exclusion and the social
arrangements that support and maintain these patterns have
perpetuated themselves in Canadian society and pervade every
aspect of socio-economic life.

Blacks in Canada simply cannot

enjoy freedom of selection and movement in those areas which
are indicative of access to the rr: ans toward upward mobiljty.

The Jnadequacy

�f
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liuman Rights Legislation.

The state of human rights legislation underljnes our
contention that the failure of Canadian society to recognize
the reality of the black presence led to a denial of the society's

racis�.

It was the women's movement, not the racial situation

that gave impetus to the demand for a federal human rights act.

Legislation to combat racial discrimination is very recent

on the law books of Canada 5l and while the laws generally pro

hibit overt acts of discrimination in socio-economic areas of

social interaction and thus are vital to the struggle for equal
opportunity, le�islation in its present form is practically
impotent in changing the racist aspects of the country's social
structure.

Nor does it appear that any form which new legisla

tion is likely to take will accomplish this.

No legislative

body is going to legislate away the present power structure as
far as race is concerned.
With regard to existing laws Tarnopolsky observes that:
Without extensive publicity and promotion, many
people are unaware of the fact that human rights
legislation exists. Members of minority groups
who have known discrimination in the past, tend
tobe somewhat skeptical as to whether the legis
lation is anything more than a sop to the con
science of the majority.

. . .

. . . .

. . . .

. . .

. . . .

.

• . • this legislation continues to place the
whole emphasis of promoting human rights upon
the individual who has suffered the most, and
who is often in the least advantageous position
to help himself . • . it approaches the whole
problem as if it were solely his problem and his
responsibility. The result is that very few
complaints are made and very little enforcement
is achieved. 52
Furtherrr10re, human rights legislation will not in itself end
discriminat1on.

It does not deal with the psychological

3 O
suffering and impairm nt which resulted from repeated exposures to discrimination.

It does not restore hope and deter

rrdnation to people who have suffered generations of prejudice
and degradation.

Enforcement has proven to be relatively in

effective, not because discrimjnation is inoperative against
Blacks, but because of the difficulty, almost impossibility
of proving a prima facie case.

The conciliatory strategies

of a skillful investigator, when combined with the patient co
operation of an informed complainant, often serve to obtain a
more advantageous settlement of a complaint than the evidence
could ever have substantiated through a strict adhere·nce to the
rules of evidence or to the

premise that the

accused is

innocent unless proven p:uilty beyond reasonable doubt.
It should be clarified in this context that one of the
inconsistencies of human rights legislati�n is that while the
procedures to be followed in the gathering of evidence is omly
quasi legal, where there are penalties for violations the res
pondent is required to submit to fully legal punitive sanctions.
This conflict in procedures creates a serious problem.

�hile,

as Tarnopolsky points out, the onus of proof is on the com
plainant who is in the least advantageous position to help
himself, the attitude of the respondent tends to become hard
ened

by the threat of legal punishment if found guilty.

can see why very few complaints are upheld.

One

There had not

been a single complaint of discrimination solely on the grounds
of race and colour in eMployment in federal jurisdiction upheld
from the time that the Fair Employment Practices Branch was
established in 1967 until it was disbanded in 1978.
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The Canadian Human 1Ughts Commission, which became the
enforcing agency in federal jurisdiction in 1978 reported that:
,re have a h i_gher rate of dismissal of complaints
on F,rounds of race and colour, and also on national/
ethnic origin, than on other grounds • • . We are
left, therefore, with the uneasy feeling that our
complainants may indeed be the victims of discrimination.
53

Phen one recognizes that Southeast Asians and Orientals are
more likely to complajn on the ground of national origin than
on race and colour, and that the Commission statistically re
ports cases on only one ground, the significance of the above
quotation becomes a little clearer as far as Blacks are con
cerned.
Tarnopolsky admits that human rights legislation cannot
eliminate bigotry and prejudice from society but he claims
that it can put an end to the public manifestation of such
feelings which result in acts of discrimination.

The question

as to the extent to which legislation can achieve this end is
vital.

The diffjculties of nroving that an offence has been

com�itted are most pronounced in cases of alleged discrimination

in e�ployment because the complainant does not have

access to all the facts needed to prove his allegation.

If

in fact the respondent has indeed acted in a discriminatory
manner, he has amnle opportunity, merely by being informed of
the allegation, to alter or destroy pertinent records and/or
to gently remind witnesses who are already predisposed to
refrain from becoming involved, not necessarily to perjure
themselves, but simply to remain silent.

The complainant is

thus forced to depend lareely upon the gentlemanly manner and
integrity of the respondent to present a factual account of
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the situation.

Given the subtle nature of discrimination and

the official denial of racism in Canada, what chance has the
complainant in such cases of obtaining 'equality before the
law'?

Human rights laws, reflecting as they do the society's

character, do not recognize the problems faced by Blacks in
the use of le�al instruments to secure their rights.
It has been relatively easy to obtain enactment of
legislation prohibiting discrimination on the basis of race
and colour in Canada compared with some other countries because
1

Can�dians, in denying their racism cannot openly resist

such laws;

2) Blacks, being depr·ved of money and social

power pose little or no threat to their white competitors or
potential discriminatars; 3) 'lhite decision makers know that
if they simply allow the structures of society to do business
as usual, complaints of discrimination against them will be
counter-productive for the black complainant.
The status of Blacks in Canada results from the ability
of Canadians to accept present conditions as normal and to
relate failure on the part of Blacks to some innate incapacity
or to the individual's negative responses to environmental
stimuli.

When one considers that the experience of adminis

trators of human rights legislation is that the average law
abiding person, regardless of ethnic, social or racial back
ground is reluctant to bring his complaint to the attention
of a legal or statutory agency and us ually does so only as a
last resort, one is constrained to agree that actual instances
of discrimination are much more numerous than complaint sta
tistics would indicate.
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FOOTNOTES
1_L·1 v 1. n.g 1. n _Canada , O..E • c 1·t
• , p• 5•
2Jbig., p. 13; see also Table.!, Pop�la!iqn _j.��!"l-!>!l�io!_l
of Visible Minorities in Canada, 1977.
1see The Immi_gration Act of 1923 (Ottawa), which res
J
tricted i�migration of persons of a suecific nationality or race
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CHAPTER III

-

-

THE DISTINCTIVE CHARACTER. OF --RACISf,1 AS ----EXPRESSED BY
CANADIAN S OCI:ETY
The Denial of RaciRm.
We have noted that Canada's official policy1 contains
affirmations to the effect that no person shall be the victim
of unjust discrimination because of race or colour.

�uch had

been learned about race relations in the United States and
Africa in the 196o•s.

In Canada, however, since there is no

signifjcantly large black racial group, the general tendency
has been to measure the Canadian experjence quantitatively
wjth that of other countries and to conclude that we have no
seriouR race problem.

The data which 1ve have examjned indicates

that such quantjtative measurements are invalid and morally
indefensible.

Martin Luther King said that "shallow under

standing from people of good will is more frustrating than
absolute

misunderstanding from people of ill will.

Lukewarm

acceptance is more bewildering than outright rejection." 2
\11

e affirm that paternalism and "shallow understanding" have

been domj nant responses by Whites in positions of power ln
Canada who have been confronted

with the black presence.

These reRponses emanate from the fact that Canadian society as
a

hole does not have to face up to its racism because the

Canadian decision maker has not had to deal with Blacks as a
potent·ally po erful threat.

Sjnce he seldom if ever is
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confronted with the issues of race in his every-day-world experience he can easily exclude them from his decision making
processes.
Furthermore, because Canadian society believes itself to
be relatively free of racism, neither white nor black Canadians
are instructed in the highly specialized techniques of identi
fying and counteracting subtle discriminatory racist situations.
The perfunctory denial dissipates the strength of any attempt
to overcome it.

The Canadian decision maker, having himself

learned the skills requisite to upward mobility, has learned
also, as a by-product of his social experience, how to conceal
his nrejudice and to cover his discriminatory acts with legi
timacy.

This abjlity to legjtimize his actions reinforces his

self-concept.

He does not have to face up to the adverse effects

of covert, evasive tactics on the life style of Blacks whom he
encounters, much less those who never impinge upon his con
sciousness.
There are those who contend that because of the rela
tively small black population, which is less than

5%

in any

large city, whatever instances of apparent racial discrimination
do occur can be classified as individual acts by a few preju
diced people or are the result of the preferences and choices
of Blacks themselves.

Many who hold these views hold further

that the publicity and agitation in recent years have been
instigated by a few disgruntled trouble makers or 'grievance
hunters'.

The rationale behind this attitude is that there is

no need to exercise racial discrimination; hence any perception
of discrimination by Blacks is more likely to be fancied than
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factual.

However, the data cited above have shown that many

difficultjes whjch Blacks have experienced were the result of
empirically verifiable racial factors.
Informed Canadians 22 Not Discriminate Overtly.

To illustrate our contention that it is nearly im

possible to prove an allegation of discrimination when one is
faced with the denial of racism by a Canadian decision maker
who is motivated by the need to legitimize his actions, we
cite the following example.

This case indicates that not only

does the Canadian manager or employer consider a charge of
racial discrimination to be extremely shocking, serious and
threatening to his self image, but that moeeover he is w"lling
to admit to al�ost any kind of dysfunction, error or omission
other than racial discrimination to account for the adverse
effects of his actions or failure to act in the interest of the
black employee or potential employee.

Errors or malfunctions

are accepted as normal human behaviour and dealt with in a
sort of amoral context when one is defending oneself against
an allegation of racial discrimination.

Discrimination must

be denied at all costs because society demands this denial.
At a confrontation between the complainant and the
respondent's representatives3 the black complainant's lawyer
made this summation:
1) He pointed out the apparent failure of anybody
in management to react positively to the comnlainant's concerns.
This lack of concern could lead a person with the complainant's
01n concern for efficiency and people to interpret such an
attitude as emanating from bias.
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2) lThjle the respondents emphasized the complainant's
rjgidity and manner of crjticising management, management
representatives themselves demonstrated their own rigidity
and inflexibility in their style and approach by repeatedly
refusing to meet the complainant's reasonable requests for
information and action.
3) Small incidents were blo�n up to major proportions
by management in their attempt to defend their opinion of the
the complainant that he ignored protocol, promoted self ahead
of the organization and lacked potential for effectiveness in
the area of personal suitability for promotion.
4) The respondents repeatedly drew attention to the
status-consciousness of the complainant. The actions, res
ponses and comments of management have indicated that they are
at least as status-conscious as the complainant. Management,
however, sa their own desjre for recognition of status as
just"fied, but were reluctant, even adamant in their failure
to recognize and appreciate the same need in the complainant.
5) No intelligent, educated business man or employer
,ijll exercise overt, conscious or deliberate discriminatjon.
Djscrimination in Canada is of a very subtle, often unconscious
nature. The more intelligent and knowledgeable a person of a
minority group js, the more he is aware of the subtle nature
of discrimination and prejudice and of the difficulty in iso
lating factors as probable cause of an injustice suffered by
him. Similarly, the more intelligent and knowledgeable a
1hite person is, the more skillful he becomes to conceal his
bias.
6) The complainant can act only from what he perceives
management's actions and motives to be. 'hy has not management
attempted more positively to assist the complainant to develop
his own potential since they recognize his technical competence
at his present level and position?
The complainant himself added this pertinent comment, "There
1s no way anyone in this room can appreciate and understand
my experience of frustration and rejection of the past few
years unless he has ljved through a simjlar experience himself.
I

A significant factor in this case was management's
unconcealed nr·mary concern, not whether or not an injustice
had been done, but whether or not the investigation had up
held the allegation of discrimination.

In the initial report
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of the investigator's findings, his statement began with thjs
preface:
The subtle nature of discrimination in Canada
makes it extremely difficult to isolate racial
prejudice as probable cause for events that
occurred in the work experjence of the complainant.
Thus, while the investigation has not found
sufficjent evidence to uphold the allegation under
Part I, Section 5(1) of the Canada Labour Code,
neither does it rule out racial discrimination as
a contributing factor • • .
The respondent, however, became adamant at this point and
insisted that a definite statement be given as to whether the
Code had been violated before they would discuss terms of
settlement.

rtealizing that without such a statement there

could be no corrective action which would benefit the com
plainant, the investigator presented both the complainant and
the respondent with a terse formal statement that the evidence
did not establish a violation of the Canada Labour Code, Part I,
Fair Employment Practices.

Upon receipt of this official

decision the respondents were prepared to offer what they
considered to be very generous proposals for a settlement
whjch implicitly recognized the validity of practically all
the points stressed by the complainant's lawyer except those
directly related to racial discrimination.
Few employers in Canada, faced with an allegation
of aiscrimination, can resist the temptation to show the in
vestigator around the shop or office and point out the 'colour
scheme' of his personnel, if there happens to be some visible
minority group representation.

Such employers think that the

mere fact that they have non-white persons in their employ is
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inso factQ proof that they are not guilty of the allegation.
The investigator who allows himself to be influenced by this
kind of 'windo� dressing' is in danger of overlooking some of
the most probable causes for finding in favour of the complajn
ant.

The employer may be practising tokenism as a subterfuge

for limiting the employment of Blacks; he may be of the op"nion
that he has hired hjs 'share' and is justified in being more
'selectjve' in his employment policies; or he may honestly
think that a nulti-racial work force negates any allegation
of discrimination against him on the basis of race.

Actually

none of these ways of dealing with the employment situation
of a specific black person is acceptable as proof against
discriminatjon, since each of them could be a reason for

practising discrimination in the mind of a given employer in
a given situation.
Many lhites infer that there is a general lack of

anprecjation for education and upward mobility on the part of
Blacks and they say that if only Blacks would take advantage
of the educational opportunities available to them many of
their problems would be solved.

Clairmont and Magill found

that:
. . • the educational background of most Blacks
who are out of school and in the labour market is
such, however, that they find themselves deprived
of economic opportunitjes.
iscrimjnation and
prejudice add further to their disadvantage.
Moreover, although the black community recognjzes
the value and the importance of education, the
socio-psychological consequences of their historic
oppression obstruct current educational programs. 5
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The 'white mind' of Canadians assumes that Blacks and Whites
have had essentially the same environmental experiences�
As long as Canadians, especially middle and upper class
Canadians, are carefully isolated and insulated in their
suburban enclaves from what is happening to Blacks, the sense
of urgency regarding the economic and social needs of Blacks
will remain acadamic and esoteric and white racism will per
sist in spite of the society's denials.
It is a mistake, then, to make a comparison between
the situation of Blacks and that of Whites in the same economic
strata and assume that general policies directed at poverty
would be equally effective for both groups.

The crucial

additional factor is, of course, white racism and its legacy.?
Another frequent response of white Ganadians to an allegation
of racial discrimination in a given situation is that of sug
gesting that the black person involved or even Blacks in
general are over-sensitive on this matter. While it must be
admitted that a particular Black might be likely to perceive
a situation as having racial connotations because of past
authentic experiences, for a White to prejudge that sensitivity
is in many cases indicative of a lack of a substantial awareness
of the Canadian racial problem on the part of the white person.
It is a reflection of the presumption that Canada is not a
racist country and that no intelligent, informed Canadian
decision maker can or will discriminate on racial grounqs.
f, in fact, a black person is unduly sensitive or suspicious
in his perceptions and analyses of situations, the empirical
data which we have presented would at least explain, if not

justify his attitude.
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White racism, which he knows to be a

reality, is positively denied by the society.

Specific incidents

in which he is involved are said to be figments of his imagin
ation.

Is it not understandable that he might develop a kind

of racial paranoia out of sheer frustration and confusion?

If, as Helling affirms, for most Blacks discrimination
is real a�d not a fancied phenomenon,8 and if racism and discri
mination are practised in such a manner that a prima facie case
is virtually impossible to prove, even with help from a lawyer

extremely competent in handling such cases, then what is seen

as over-sensitivity on the part of Blacks may be rather a sign
of the lack of sensitivtty on the part of white people.

On the

other hand, having been 'kicked in the same spot' on numerous
occasions without being allowed to let the 'sore spot' heal,

a black person may well become more and more sensitive to the
point where even the threat or suspicion of another 'kick'
reactivates the psychological pain.

Donald Williams 9 says 1hat black victims of discrimination

are sensitive to their discriminating (white) group's predis

position to act in a discriminatory manner, which Helling found

to be a consequence of actual differential treatment of Blacks�lO
Claims of over-sensitivity cannot be accepted without supporting

evidence in every instance that the particular Black (or Blacks

in general), has no basis, empiricrally, for his suspicion of
bias.

Our postulation is that white Canadians are predisposed

not only to act in a discriminatory manner but also to employ

the allegation of over-sensitivity as a probable intimidating
tactic in a potentially valid complaint situation.

Overt. Racism

1�
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Rejected.

Just aath.e less informed Black lacks the necesRary
skills to deal adequately with any form of discrimination,
the less informed White does not know how to hide his racist
Society as a whole rejects the responses of

acts completely.

both because these inappropriate responses are inconsistent
with the denial of racism.

Despite the extensive practice and

perception of discrimination, few cases in which the complajn
ant is black have reached the stage of an inquiry commission
or the courts.

�hen the allegation has been upheld as a result

of an investigation, the respondent usually settles short of
a public hearing.

He does not want to be exposed.

In those

cases that did become public the respondent was seeking a ju
dicial ruling on a specific point of law,11 and appeared to be
encouraged by their lawyers in the belief that they had a legal
right to discriminate as they did.

The respondents were res

taurant ownerR, landlords, and providers of goods and services
or accommodations normally provided to the general public.
As we have noted, discrimination in employment is almost
impossible to substantiate.

Those complaints that are upheld

are virtually all settled without a public hearing and there
fore are not publicized.

In the only case, for example, avail

able to this writer, in which a large corporation allowed itself
to be taken to court by a human rights agency on a charge of
racial discrimination, the judge ruled that the company was
not responsible for the actions of a first level supervisor
because he had not been specifically instructed in his statement
of duties against unacceptable racial name-calling.

At a seminar
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of statutory human r"ghts officers, held in Toronto a few months
after this ruling, there was consensus that the ruling contra
vened the princi le that justice must be seen to be done in
every jural situation.

If the company did not instruct the

supervisor then the company should have been held responsible.
It was agreed that if the supervisor had physically assaulted

an employee, management would have assumed responsibility and

would have taken disciplinary action whether or not the super
visor had received specific instruction.
The implications of a case such as this are crucial.
The corporation, as a microcosm of society, claimed no respon
sibility for an overt act of discrimination.

In effect it was

saying that the supervisor� socialization in Canadian society
should have provided him with the skills to conceal his racist
attitudes or deal with them in more subtle, evasive ways.

Since he failed to acquire the skills necessary to do this,

society does not hold him accountable for his deviant behaviour.
He is treated as though he were not guilty by reason of ·ntel
lectual imcompetence.

The company's failure to instruct was a component of
the ignoring of the black presence in their work force.

The

The racist act of the supervisor was an expression of his rejec

tion of blackness as a positive ethnic trait to be valued or
esteemed.

The complainant's appeal to a statutory agency

was

an attempt to deal with a situation in which he had been con

fronted with his blackness.

The judge's ruling was an expres

sion of the denial of racism as an insidious real"ty in vana
dian society.

It is, moreover, an express·on of the belief that

no intelligent, informed anadian White would discriminate
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overtly on racial grounds.
The Denial of Racism Enhances its fe!:E_etua�ioD.
Reinhold Niebuhr wrote in 1929:
It is very difficult to persuade people who are
committed to a general ideal to consider the meaning
of that ideal in specific situations. It is even
more difficult to prompt them to consider specific
ends of social and individual conduct and to eva
luate them in the light of experience. 13
He further asserted that the average man does not question the
social structure in which he stands.

Since it is older than

he, he easily lends himself to the illusion that it is eternal
and immutable.

He has not seen the historic patterns

which

gave it birth and he has no confidence, therefore, in the
possibility of its transmutation.14 This being the case, one

can readily deduce why measures to counteract racism in Canada
have been relatively ineffective in changing its basic elements;
social isolation and relative deprivation of its black victims.
A great impediment to the elimination of discrimination
and the modification of the social structure in Canada is the

fact that the White's perception of the situation is so clear:
Canada is not a racist society to him.

The problem is that

racism is so entrenched that ·one can function as a raci... t- and
not be cohsc�ious� of b:eing one"

On the other hand, white

power holders and decision makers know that 1) they must never
overtly express their prejudice against Blacks nor publicly

admit that there is any noticeable racism in 0anada and 2) they

must cover �!!Y treatment of Blacks, favourable or unfavourable,
with legitimacy.

This need for legitimacy emanates from the

lack of appropriate social experience in black/white interaction.
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The only safe stance is to assure himself that whatever action
he takes is legally defensible.
A further legitimizing tool is the myth of the merit
�ystem.

Thi

m th says in effect that when the

lack is 'ready'

he can enter at the appropriate level in the social structure.
But then he cannot get •ready'. White society paternal"sti
cally determines the rate as well as the limits of his upward
mobility.

The myth of the merit system as ·t applies to Blacks

stems from the fact that there are so many ways of c·rcumventing
it legitimately.

You see, merit lies ultimately in the eyeR

of the beholder.
The perpetuation of ignorance and the distortion of facts
which might have provided Canadians w"th a more posit"ve ·ma e
of Blacks have contributed to the maintenance of rac·st struc
tures.

Time alone w·11 not erase the negative or derogatory

impressions wh"ch Canadians have acquired, nor wjll it implant
positive impressions.

Children must not be taught anything

which they must later unlearn, either by precept or example.
The

alhousie report illustrates how stereotypes are transmitted

through generations;
• • • the general community holds stereotyped ideas
that, as descendants of slaves, they are naturally
inferior (intellectually and otherwise), dirty,
lazy, etc., suitable for domestic service and other
unskilled jobs but not adaptable to or acceptable
in positions of higher prestige or responsibility. 15

This basic attitude toward Blacks in

ova Scotia stems from the

existence of an early slave society with its attitudes of wh·te
supremacy.16
That texts used in Ontario .today should exhibit the same
tendency to slough off the evils of slavery as texts used jn
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the Southern States thirty-five years ago 17 is consistent with
the data which we have presented.

Also characteristic of

Ontario texts is the portrayal of aboljtionists as 'extremists'
and the determination to paint a rosy picture even though con
temporary American historians are modifying their records.
One can hardly expect Canad·ans to be champions of unpopular
worthy causes when the textbooks imply that a middle-of-the
road position is the ideal one in controversial matters.

One

wonders too w·hether historians are in touch with authentjc
sources of information when one reads the account of one w"th
the reputation of Winks saying, "Still, as ·n the decades be
fore World War

I, no clear patterns of discriminat·on emerged
in the 193n•s and 1940's." 1 8 He needed only to have inqu�red
of a sampling who had lived in the cities he had named and he
would have found overwhelming evidence that not only were there
patterns of discriminatjon but moreover racism and discrimina
tion pervaded every aspect of socio-economic life and Blacks

were powerless in the situation. 1 9 Winks observed that "inci
dents were frequent" in Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor and W i.nnipeg
but he fajled to perceive that the frequency of incidents
could be indicative of "clear patterns 0 which the social scien
t·sts have documented.
The Non-,!"ecogniti.Q..D. of Blacks.
We have noted that the elementary distinctive charac
teristics of Canadian racism are

1)

white society denies �ts

racist aspects and 2; vhites, by and large are unaware of, or
not really concerned about the presence of Blacks as a signi
f ·.cant social group in vanadian society.

Blacks on the other
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hand, are expected to be grateful that they live in a country
�here they do not have to suffer flagrant oppression, perse
cution or even the less severe and violent forms of total se
gregation, persecution or differential treatment that racial
minorities are forced to endure in some other countries.
A situatton such as the one in vanada could not develop
in South Africa or even in the United States.

Even if Whites

in these two countries could successfully deny their racism,
they could not ignore the presence of Blacks in their societies.
If Blacks were so recognized jn Canada, then society, having
brought the black presence to conscious awareness, would be
obliged to deal with the problems associated with historically
based racism. preferably in a positive way that would assure
and insure equal opportunity in every sphere of life; but deal
with lt nevertheless.
Because of the denial of racism and the non-recognition
of Blacks, Blacks have to try harder and wa·t longer to achieve
a measure of success in vanada.

But even trying harder and

waiting longer did not bring the realization of ambition to
the black female complainant who worked for one of the largest
employers in Canada.20 This young lady, an immigrant Janadian
citizen, had received her Bachelor of Arts degree in Prince
Edward Island, rated as a brilliant student.

She moved to

Toronto and soon received what was considered to be a 'good'
job w"th the respondent company, just one level belo� a super
visory position.
After waiting patiently for more than a year for her
supervisor to recognize her capabilities and potential, she
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completed a course in Personnel ,anagement at the Universjty
of Toronto, receiving a Grade A+.

She presented her certificate

to her supervisor and completed an application for Personnel
Employment

nterviewer.

Her a pl·cation was accepted and she

was informed that it would recejve due consideration.

About

nine months to a year later she made the last of several inqui
ries concerning her application.

She Nas at this point informed

that her application had not been presented on the proper form
for Personnel Officers and that in any case the positions of
Personnel Employment Interviewers were being filled from among
employees who had supervisory experience in the jobs for wh·ch
the company would be interviewing applicants.
Urged by several of her fellow employees, all of whom
\ ere 1hite, but who percejved the actions to be racially discrj
minatory, h1rs D. filed a complaint against the company alleging
that she had been denied a promotion because of her race and
colour, stating also that she was reluctant to complain because
she found it hard to believe that the company could be guilty
of discrimination.

It had gained public recognition as an

equal opportunity enployer.
The District lVianager, when presented with the formal
complaint, was shocked because he knew

e company's official

public policy and insisted that there must have been some m·s
understanding or over sensitivity on the part of the corn lain

ant.

The investigation of the complaint disclosed the follow
ing salient points:
1) 1rs • . had been rated as the best employee in her
category in the district for two consecutive years.
2) She had a perfect record of attendance and
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punctuality for three consecutive years but at
the end of the second year she was gjven a box
of candy by her senior supervisor in recognition
of her perfect record whil a white employee was
taken out to dinner at the place of her choice
after just one year of perfect attendance.
3) Mrs. . had received excellent performance ratings
from her supervisor for two years but had not been
named as a potential candidate for promotion to a
management position.
4) After it became known that .rs. . had filed a com
plaint of discrimination against the company, her
performance ratings suddenly dropped and the reports
showed her to be disinterested in her job, pro
ducing below the standard for her group. and d"s
playing an attitude of inflexibility and a lack
of initiative on her job.
ut the company admitted
that in spite of all these shortcomings Mrs. D.
performed well on her �ob, not only in her regular
position, but in special assignments given to her.
The istrict Lanager assured the investigator that
Mrs. D. was still being considered as a possible
candidate for promotion.
About four months elapsed while the investigator and
the complainant waited for the company to make a move indi
cating that she would be given this consideration.
point �1rs.

At this

. informed the investigator that four employees in

her classification had been

romoted but that she had had no

indication that her status would change.

When the investigator

confronted management on this matter management claimed that
n1rs. D. had not yet demonstrated those qualities which manage
ment looks for in potential supervisors and managers.

They

cited two or three minor examples of her continued inflexi
bility and her lack of confidentia · y as reasons for the delay
in promoting her but insisted that she was still a cand"date
and was being 'developed' for promotion.

The evasive tactics

employed by this company in this case are not uncommon jn cases
jn whjch a promotion for the black employee would establish a
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precedent and where the black employee excells on his job.
tost employers do make the non-white employee •try harder and
wait a little longer' before the company moves to upgrade him.
Mrs. D. received her promotion sixteen months after
filing her complaint and within another year she became an
Assistant Manager.

This second promotion was unique in such

cases, since employers usually make their black employees wait
longer than the average for further upgrading or promotion.
Nonetheless, at least three questions remain unanswered:
1) Did the company delay her promotion because she com
plained to a human rights agency as a way of 'punishing• her?
2) Did the company resent having to be informed by a
statutory agency that they had overlooked such an outstanding
and capable employee for almost two years?
3) Did Mrs. D.'s supervisor fail to recommend her for
promotion because of racial prejudice on her part, because she
considered it 'safer' to ignore r1rs. D. than to establish a
precedent by recommending the first black person for a super
visory position in the district office, or because she was
unsure of the company's equal employment opportunity poli.cy
and was afraid to ask questions of her superior officers be
cause of past patterns and social arrangements r,elated to ractsm
in Canadian society?
Whatever the reasons, it is apparent that l1rs.

u.

was

ignored or bypassed for promotion and that her race was a prime
factor in this experience.
of racial bias in Canada.

This case exemplifies the character
The respondent company had an equal

employment opportunity policy, had promoted other Blacks
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elsewhere into management positions and had consulted with human
rights agencies regarding their employment practices, their
training and career planning programs.

n other words they

had earned the reputation of being a 'good' employer from an
equal opportunity point of view.

Yet the officials who were

confronted jn this case at all levels of management consistently
denied that racism was in any way involved.
We deduce from our data that h"storically based racist

structures and the ignoring or non-recognition of Blacks by the
dominant society complement each other in both the overt expres
s·ons of public platitudes and the denial of the society's
racism.

Thjs deduction is further confirmed by an examinat·.on

of the study by Hughes and Kallen, Anat9!!!_Y.' of -�ci��: ��P?diap
_j.��nsions.23 These wr·ters devote approximately half the"r
book to a discussion of the various facets of ethnicity rather
than racism.

Then ·t seems that they remembered the title of

their book, so they added a two-page comment on race as their
last chanter.

The fact that these writers received the Canadian Human
Rights Foundation A-�1ard for 1973 for the best book on the sub
ject in Canada is a vivid illustration of the popular concept
of the racial situation in this country.

tlost �anadians,just

ltke Hughes and Kallen superficially confuse ethnicity with

race and in their conceptualizations, take a cursory glance at
Blacks as a racial group and then effectively lose them in an

ambi

ous mixture of ethnicity and the rhetoric of multi-cul

turalism.

Many black community leaders as well have fallen for the
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rhetoric of multi-culturalism which says that

anada offers to

people of all cultures the freedom to maintain and express
their cultural traditionA and still have equal opportunity in
the socio-economic arena.

The reality of the situation is

that cultural traditions as well as race are impediments to
freedom of opportunity in Canada unless both the culture and
the race of the person are congruent with those of the dominant
society.
The illusion of the permanance of the social structure
to which

iebuhr refers further reinforces the false myths and

stereotypes which have been perpetuated by Ganada's history
and social studies textbooks and allows vanadians unconsciously
to ignore the Black presence with umpunity.

This effectjve

ignoring of Blacks has in turn entrenched the racist aspects
of Canada's socio-economic structure and has effectively
blocked the path to upward mobility for this powerless group.
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CHAPTER
THE
_hite Racism

V

__A_N B_L_A_CKe._
'v1P ACT OF RACISlv ON vANA

annot be Denied or Ignored� Blacks.

Blacks may differ in their estimation of the extent and
seriousness of racism in

anada but none would argue that it

is non-existent; it is an undeniable reality for them.

n our

introductory chapter we quoted Frantz Fanon as follows:
Man is human only to the extent to which he tries
to impose his existence on another man in order to
be recognized by him. As long as he has not been
effectively recognized by the other, that other will
remain the theme of his actions. It is on that
other being, on recognition by that other being,
that his own human worth and reality depend. 1
As we have seen, Blacks in Canada have been effectively ·gnored
by white society but they depend on that same society for all
their socio-economic needs.
their significant 'other•.

White society, collectively, is
The denial of racism by Whites,

augmented by this non-recognition of Bla0ks has had deep-rooted
adverse effects upon the latter group.
All Blacks know the frustration of attempting to gain
recognition in society.

Some succeed to greater degrees than

others, but all have similar experiences in the process.

nany

Blacks migrated to the cities of Canada in search of better
employment and career opportunities and better living cond:tions
for themselves and their fam·lies.

Whether they came from rural

areas within the country or from other countries they brought
w·th them a preconditioned lack of confidence in white society
which had been reinforced from childhood experiences and which
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is
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n part related to the lack of development of indigenous

social, economic and political leadership.
Most Blacks expected that migration would improve their
situation but the personal dilemma for them was that they lacked
a strong group identity and yet were bound by racial segregation
to vary·ng degrees of confinement within their own rac·a1 group.
They needed a strong self-concept, conftdence in tneir ability
to handle the problems which they encountered in the city, means
of making a living, but most important, the ability to handle
their own feelings of alienation and the feelings, attitudes

and actions of people in white society who are influenced by

the images and stereotypes created and perpetuated by communi
cations media and education systems and which are most often
not true pictures of what the black person is really l"ke.
u ened by

c handicaps, Blacks face an urban soc ·ety

which they perceive as hostile, more or less.

Limited education

and training places them mostly at the base of the socio-economic
scale.

Lacking further in knowledge of the customs and pract·ces

of the work place, they often find themselves in job situations
in which employers complain about their lack of initiat·ve be

cause they fail to perform beyond the minimum requirements of

the job.

The employer, however, is not aware of ·his own contri

bution to this situation, namely that in employing a black person
he neither informed him that more than the minimum was expected

nor did he express any intention to recognize by upgrading or

promotion any effort of the Black above and beyond the minimum.

The Black, on his part, because of his acquired knowledge of
the experiences of immobility resulting from racism, sees no
advantage in over-performa ce.

On the other hand, Blacks who

5q
do master the skills requisite for advancement and are reco�
nized and promoted do not want to b e exhibited as the establ"sh
ment's 'successful Negro'.
Blacks, as a rule, further lack an effective knowledge
of how the informal mechanisms to aqvancement operate.

Even

those who have th·s knowledge are not in a position socially
to use it like middle claPs born Whites are.

This jmpregnable

barrjer pers·sts from early childhood through retirement.
When one considers these universal experiences of Cana
dian Blacks one must concede that, given the situation as it
exists wherever they are found, if the black child is to grow
up w"th a healthy self-esteem and a posjtive attitude toward
life he has to be prepared to wait longer and work harder than
h"s white counterparts, developing more diversified social,
academic and/or technical skills as he attempts to realize any
Thus, when the black parent consjders

dream of upward mobil"ty.

the jmpedim nts wh"ch his child must face and that he is power
less to help him overcome most of them it is understandable
that the black parent is likely to instill in the child a dis
dain for his blackness.

t takes a great deal of courage and

hope to resist th"s temptation.
J?]:a_2ks � Frustrated

2X

the Subtle, Evas·_ve !.�!:ms of

Racism.
Most Blacks in

anada feel that their only friend as far

as race is concerned is the moral conscience of Whites wjth
power and 1nfluence who know the subtl ties of rac·sm in

anada

and who can demand fair treatment for all those who come within
the·r sphere of influence.

Lacking this kind of friend there
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is a tendency toward frustration

induced attitudes and act·ons.

Blacks in Canada are aware of the ethical schizophrenja of the
environment in which they interact with \'hites.

They consequent

ly attempt to combat, accommodate, manipulate or endure the
problems with whatever social skills and knowledge are access
ible to them.
The following letter from a man in British Columbia is
a typical reaction of a Black to discrimination.

The 'letter

of the 20th last• to which he refers was written to him by an
officer of the

epartment of Labour suggesting that he should
file a formal complaint.2
lVarch 3, 1973
.Jear Sir:
Since receiving your letter of February 20th last T
have been doing a lot of thinking and have come to this deci
sion. I am not going to press this matter of racial discrimi
nation any further, because of two reasons, the first being
that for us to prove that I was discriminated against would be
like trying to break rocks with my bare hands; in other words,
it's next to immpossible and I think you know that! The kind
of discrimination I have come up against is very subtle and
well disguised. There are many people who know
was unfairly
treated and have told me so, but for one reason or another they
do not want to be involved, so, if it came down to brass tacks,
it would be just my word against a very important man's. T have
found that the only friend I have in this situation is that
man's conscience.
This is not the first time I have come face to face with
am up against.
racial discrimination so
am well aware of what
_ might add here that last week I was turned down when J applied
for a job with a well known �anadian company, on the grounds
that .. Mr...•....•.• is not suitable to meet the public"---Now
if that does not bear a message, then what does?
My second reason for not going any further in this is
am unemployed and looking for a job. . f there
the fact that
is one thing T don't need now, it's to be branded as a trouble
maker. Believe me it is hard enough to find suitable employ
ment as it is now.
If nothing else comes of this, then at least I will have
a deep satisfaction in knowing that I have made you aware of
what is happening is this country. As I have found in the past
and am finding now, a person can either accept discrimination,
or fight it---alone.
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I must thank you for your interest in this matter and
hope I have not wasted any of your time.
Your very truly,
(signed) •.....•.........
Since Blacks are not recognized by the vast majority of

Oanadians as people who are as 'Ganadian' as any other groun,
including the two

foundjng peoples', alienation from white

society is a fact of life for Blacks.

As a consequence of the

adverse experiences of Blacks who have attempted to advance
through the formal channels of preparation, the majority of

the black population have acquired an apathetic attitude, a

eneral mistrust of militant leaders and a sense of rejection

by the host society.3

This wtdespread apathy may be a vestige

from the days of slavery when any type of organization
Blacks was violently suppressed.

mong

lhatever the cause, it is

nonetheless extremely difficult to organize Canadian Blacks

for any type of sustained program, especially one requiring
participatory social action.

In addition to this, there are

those who have acquired a limited measure of power and prestige,
primarjly through individual favours and racial patronage.

Such persons usually fail to support group action intended to

achieve comprehensive benefits for their racial group; in fact

they minimize or even oppose such action.

Donald Williams

describes the approach of these appeasement type leaders as
"small scale social action encouraged by social brokerage"

whi.ch, he says:

. . . does give the participants an educational
experience in the utilization of ex·sting insti
tutions but such utilization means the acceptance
of the status quo and of the belief that the social
structure permits the solution of shared problems. 4
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To illustrate what happens when the aggressive black
social activiPt's tactics come into direct conflict with thoPe
of the 'appeasement• type leaders we cite an incident from the
files of the WindRor Daily Star, November 21, 1949.

The i nci

dent being discussed was one of a series of 'sit-ins' and
•stand-ins' conducted by members of the Windsor Interracial
0ouncil and i.ts successor, the Windsor Council on Group Relations
be�reen 1948 and 1955 in an attempt to focus attention on dis
crimination in hotels, taverns, public houses and restaurants
in order to obtajn the passage of legislation which would make
such discriminatory acts illegal.

These 'sit-ins• took place

about ten years before the famous sit-ins of the late 1950's
1n the Southern States.

The reaction of both the press and the

'Uncle Tom• spokesmen, as indicated in the following accounts
points up the distinctive character of racism in Janada and the
diffusjon of the impact of aggressive action on the part of
those who dare to challenge existing practices and patterns.
The �J!].dsor St.§.£ account was as follows:
Saturday night in Windsor saw what clearly looked
to be an organized attempt on the part of �egro
groups--believed to be mostly from �etroit-- to
force their way into several r,p indsor restaurants
and hotels which have maintained a color bar.
Their tactics amounted to indoor picketing and
intimidation--tactics which will do their cause
no good, nothing but harm. The campaign against
racial discrimination, however well justified,
cannot be furthered by antagonizing hotel and
restaurant operators and public alike. Bull
dozing will get them nowhere but farther back.
As outstanding members of their race in Windsor,
Dr. Roy Perry, candidate for alderman in Ward 3
at the coming municipal election, and his brother
Walter, leader of the Canadian-American Colored
Brotherhood, should be--as it is believed they
will be--the first to frown on this method of
pushing the.race problem to a crisis, the first
to condemn 1t.
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The response of the 'appeasem nt type' leaders was quick and
accommodating.

t contains many irlgred:i.ents characteristic of

this type: appeasement, patronage, indjvidual rather than group
concerns, transference of blame to militants and outs·ders and
extolling the attributes of heroes and celebrities to justify
the presence of Blacks in the country:
S:i.r:
To say that I �as deeply shocked by the display of
ill manners reported in the Now column of l\tionday,
is putting it very mildly. To our way of thinking,
no moral battle has ever been won, nor have any
appreciable gains ever been made, by rudeness and
a chip-on-the-shoulder attitude. As a matter of
fact, we feel that our lifelong crusade against
interracial intolerance has been set back a good
many years by the colored people who forced their
way into a local dining place and demanded servjce.
r1ay we of the British-American Association of
Colored Brothers offer an apology to our white
friends for this action, and point out that it
was not sanctioned by our organization, nor done
with any knowledge on our part.
The answer, proven in practice, is a simple one.
We respect our white brothers, and in turn, ex
pect respect from them for what our race has
accomplished. The stigma of color was established
years ago, when our people were dragged away from
their homes in chains, looked upon as animals, sold
and bartered like horses.
Establishing that this is part of an unpleasant
past, we have set out to build upon this black era.
We have tried ceaselessly to show that no race in
the world has progressed so far from ignorance in
such a short time as has the Negro race. A little
more than 100 years ago, our people were animals.
Today many of the world's foremost educators,
s cientists, religious leaders, entertainers, doctors,
lawyers, publishers, are colored. This is a record
of which we are proud.
Of course, there are those who, in abysmal ignorance,
prefer to live in those dark years, even today.
This is the hardest obstacle we have to overcome.
But we will never overcome it by violence and rude
ness, any more than history proves any moral campaign
was ever won by such ethics . • . or lack of them.
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When evidence of inter-racial
�ould appreciate ·t very much
referred to our organization,
to deal with them effectively

discord appear, we
if they could be
wh·ch has the machinery
and diplomatically.

. L. Perry,
Secretary-treasurer,
British-Amer·can Assoc·ation
of Colored Brothers.
This article and letter jllustrate how the distortion
of problems related to the presence of Blacks in Canada is
translated to society by the media, anticipating the type of
response wh·ch will diffuse action to correct a poor racial
s1tuation.

1 r. Perry responded exactly as the press predicted.

He employed the ineffective method of apology and then pointed
to the geniuses who in any race would be considered exceptional.
Blacks are ent"tled to their 'just plain folks' and their fa"l
ures as well as to their heroes.

To resort to the defens·ve

tactic of trying to prove that Blacks are human by extolling
their celebrities is to disdajn blackness jtself.
The press release of the Windsor

nterracial Counc·1

was published verbatim in the Star of _ovember 23, 1949, after
a delegation had met with the City Editor and demanded it.
It can be seen at once how

lacks like Perry can be so eas·1y

influenced by the decision makers and power holders in white
socjety.

For example, it did not occur to Perry to investigate

for himself 1hat had really happened.

The 'man' had said it

and as far as he was concerned so it was.
Here is the �ouncil's press release:
A few days ago, complaints were presented before the
Interracial Council against several taverns and res
taurants alleging racial discrimination and segre a
tion.
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The committee on specific cases of d"scrimination
dec·aed to investigate, and on two separate occas·ons,
jncluding last Saturday night, ovember lQ, a mixed
group of nterracial Council members, accompanied a
group of coloured citizens of Wjndsor, including two
veterans of the last war and their wives, on a v·sit
to some of those places against which compla"nts had
been received.
The sole purpose of the committee's action was to
ascertain whether or ot disGrimination was being
practised. In the establishment visited on Saturday
night, the entire group, including the members of the
Interracial ouncil, was denied service. In fact,
they were even denied a seat, although they waited
patiently for two hours.
The group was told by staff mem bers that reservat·ons
were required. They replied that they were willing
to wait until unreserved tables were available.
However, none became available during the two-hour
period that the group stood waiting, although seats
were provided to many parties who volunteered the
information that they had no reservations.
There was no evidence of 'intimidat·on' or 'bull
dozing' or 'picketing• by any member of the group,
either white or coloured, throughout the ent·re
evening.
The Counc·1 regrets that ·t was necessary to make
these investigations and is working toward the day
when such action will not be required.
The release was signed by the president of the

ouncil and the

chairman of the special committee on specific cases of dis
crimination.
hile both !he Winjsor Sta£ and the Perrys pred·cted
that the actions of the

nterracial 0ouncil would have no posi

tive effects, subsequent events in Windsor and throughout the
province of Ontario indicate that all of the

bsequent human

ri hts legislation in the province of Ontario emanated directly
from strategies such as those employed by the vouncil.

u·rect

action by a concerned group does have a limited positive effect
on dec"sion makers, Williams agrees:
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An effectively organized one becomes its own instru
ment for bringing about desired social change and
therefore tends to rely less on the services of a
legally constituted agency. The members of the
group have been able to make the necessary distinc
tion between structural and behavioural problems.
Gontending with ascription and its related problems
is used as the basis on which community organizatjon
is built. Resources are mobilized to confront and
negotiate with relevant discriminating group . . .
Access is sought to major �ources of power which
are capable of inducing change.
5

We postulate that Blacks in Canada, as a disadvantaged group
with no po�er, lack the prequisites to mobilize a sustained
program to eliminate the inequities emanating from racism by
direct acts of confrontation and that the incident cited above
provides us with a prime illustration of the types of responses
one can expect.
Alienation of Blacks from White Societx.
Young Blacks are not unlike their white counterparts in
wanting jobs or careers that are meaningful and that they enjoy.
It follows that good social relations on the job are important.
However, it is often the case that Blacks are excluded or ig
nored by their fellow workers and this leads to further frus
tration and alienation from the mainstream of the Canadian
labour force.

Add to this the finding that black youngsters

are not encouraged scholastically at home ,

in their local

environment or among their peer groups6 and the cycle of low

skills, low pay, alienation and exclusion is thus maintained.
Besides the handicaps of low skills and high alienation
on the part of the Black there is a lack of understanding on
the part of many white persons who attempt to help him snlve
his problems.

The social worker or employment officer or
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counPellor, usually from a middle class wh:te background, lacks
an empathetic understanding of the background and culture of
the black person.

The fragmentation of services in such a way

that the individual ·s referred from off"ce to office, often
inconveniently located, further compl"cates his problems.
Some of the barr·ers encountered by Blacks in this regard are
common to all

oor people; but with Blacks there is the added

element of race wh·ch the white poor do not face.
1) Ignorance of services available or appropriate to
the situatjon;
2) Frustration over delays and the need to complete the
many forms and papers presented to him, often with
out any explanation as to what they are about;
3) Lack of knowledge of how to proceed jn many situ
ations in which he finds himself;
4) Reluctance to visit agencjes or apply for employ
ment, accommodations or services because of pr·de,
fear and frustration;
5) Lack of understanding of what to expect from agency
personnel and employers;
6) Reticence or unwi11·ngness to ask or answer questjons
for fear of being embarrassed;
7) Absence of agencies within his own racial group;
8) Reluctance to discuss his problems with anyone �n
his own racial group because he is p.f disposed to
m·strust those who 'know• him;
9 1 eluctance to complain of discrimination to a sta
tutory agency even when he js reasonably sure that
his complaint js valid;
10) naccessability to the ·nformal mechanisms that lead
to jobs and advancement.
These all contribute to a high tendency not to make effective
use of fac·lities, services and other sources of help.
The subtle, hidden and evasive forms of d·scrim·nat·on
which such a person encounters gives him a feeling of rejection,
of bein

immobil·zed, unable to offer any competition to his

white peers in the market place.
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The fil9-_ck _ g.entj.� .Proble!!!.:..
Blacks who

can

be so identified physically would not

attempt to deny the obvjous.

Many who appear to be white as

a result of generational intercours� both intra- and extra
marital between the races have rejected their blackness ,just
as whi.te society has.

But they cannot deny the racism of the

society because it was this racism which induced them to reject
thejr blackness in the first place.

Blacks (here we use the

term to refer to any person who has any black ancestors on
ejther side of the family), who can be easily identified as
black by their physical aupearance, have several alternatives
in Canadian soc·ety:
1) They can accept their own blackness and recognize the
racjsm of society, using whatever social skills and knowledge
they can acquire to counteract the adverse effects of raciAm
in their ljves.
2) They can accept their own physical blackness but
attempt to act as though there were no racism in soc·ety.
These persons are likely to try to convince others and them�
selves that favourable overt treatment of Blacks is 'normal'
and unfavourable treatment is deviant 0r accidental.

Some

black 'social brokers', as Wjlliams calls them, who acce�t the
status �o and attempt to accommodate the system without chal
lenging the moral and ethical premises inherent jn ·t can be
included in this group.
J) They can reject their own physical blackness, if
possible, and psychologically and at the same time attempt to
act as though there was no racism in society.

Thus they 'act
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white•, see·ng black identif·cation as impractical or even
objectionable.
4) They can accept b0th their 01n blackness and the racism
of soci e ty and do nothing jnte nt·.onal about

e ·ther.

These

lacks drift w·th the t·.me s, adopting a laissez-faire fatal
istic apathy toward racial issue s.
We defin e assimilatjon as absorpt·on into the larger
soci e ty accompan·ed by loss of ide ntity as a membe r of a particular group.

ntegration, on the other hand, m e ans full

participation in th e socio- e conomic life of th e commu ·ty with
out losing one's physical identity or recognition as black.
Among the factors which social scientists7 ident·fy as negati�g
ass·mjlation ·nto the majnstream of �anad·an life is that of
h. hly distinguishable phys·cal characte ristics.

Blacks as

such a group have not be en allowed to integrate into Canadian
soci e ty afte r a century and a half.

aore over, assim ilat·on

for them would be a slow process, requirjng gene rations of
mutat·ons.

Nonetheless, wh·te racism and its d e nial, combined

with the non-recognition of the black pre se nce is psychologically
co e rcing Blacks towards assimilation in order to surviv e as
human beings.
genocide .

This is what black militants mean by racial

It further indicates how impregnable racism really

is.

Blacks cannot cope with the system from outside of it.

The y

must

find a way of gettjng into it ·f they are ever to

have full access to upward mobility.

L e t us clearly unde rstand

that assimilation is not being advocated here; w e ar·e merely

statjng a fact.

f this be the case, as our data indicate,

then the marginal black/white person who has experienced both
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the deprivation of his fellow Blacks and some of the advantages
of the dominant society plays a crucial role at all stages in
the social interactjon processes between the two races jn Canada.
Many Blacks �ant to maintajn black cultural traits and
characterist·cs and stjll make progress ·n the economy of the
country.

n other words, they want to j ntegrate.

Th·s presents

a problem not only for the white conservative business man,
employer or prov"der of services who wants to conPerve the
'd"gnif·.ea•, m"ddle class public image of h"s organization and
is confronted with 'this' Black who has 'presented h"mself'
and who is express·ng his right to wear hjs dashiki and use
his street language.

While this behaviour may be an aff"rm

ation of blackness, many BlackP nonetheless have difficulty
affirming their blackness because their self-concept is der·ved
from the attitudes and stereotypes of Whites rather than ·n
digenously �ithin the black soc·a1 group.

Blacks have not yet

been able to form a posjt"ve sub-cultural value system whjch
would complement the major society's values to the extent that
they would gain full acceptance.
n a random sampling of the att·tudes of adult Canadian
Blacks in five urban centres ·n Eastern

anada in 1973 8, the

present writer found that 66% preferred not to be designated
by race at all but rather indicated that if they had to so
"dentify themselves they preferred first 'coloured', then
'l'Jegro•.

All of these respondents objected to being called

•Black• ; 1 8% prefer.r.ed 'Black• and the other 16�0 were undecided.
It js apparent that the vast majority of

lacks in Canada do

not jdentify themselves with a 'black' community nor are they
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free to ident·fy with the host society.

White racism and its

ram·f·catjons have given Blacks in vanada these jdentity problems.
_olour �onscjousness Amo!}g Canada's Blacks.
What practically all Whites and a large number of Blacks
have not come to realize is that for a

lack to be faced w·th

his blackness is of such overriding significance that all else
fades ·nto ins· nificance at that moment.

As long as h·s ex

perience is l"mited to interaction with other Blacks, which,
in Canada is only ·n early ·nfancy, he may be unaware of the
problem.

But the first encounter with Whites outside the home

oppresses him with the full weight of his blackness.
Emanating from ident·ty problems there was the concern
with colour which has been a part of the specifically Black
aspect of child rearing.

The pigmentation of a child could

affect the child's ranking in the family and in the neighbour
hood.

The light-skinned, straight-haired, thin-lipped, narrow

nosed child was favoured over the dark-skinned, wooly-hajred,
thick-lipped, broad-nosed child.

The psychological effect� of

the taunts and jokes about skin colour were deeply ingrained.q
o amount of 'Black is beautiful' rhetoric can totally erase
the stigma of such early childhood exper·ences.

Skin colour

still plays an important role :n the folklore and internal
soc:alization of Blacks ·n Canada.

Black parents who ignore

this phenomenon and teach their children that their blackness
·11 make no difference are exposing them to a possible culture
shock when they move out to compete in the white world.
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'Passing•, which is a term applied to a 1ight-slcinned
person v ho rejects his blackness (usually for socio-econom·c
neasons

and identif·es himself as white, is generally accepted

by the black population.

\ hile there may be some expression

of mild criticism and allegations of desertion and self-jnterest,
action is seldom taken to betray the person who ·s passing.
Passing, the ultimate rejection of one's blackness but an ef
fective vehicle toward upward mobility, ·s an accepted response
to rac·sm in Canada, and a means of assimilation into soc·ety.
ntermarria e is another process of assimilation which
js generally accepted by Canadian Blacks.

The whjte person is

usually quite readily accepted into the black family and social
circle and the chjldren of m·xed rac·a1 marriages are cons·dered
·n the folklore to be more intelligent, more beautjful and more
talented than so-called 'pure' children of ejther race. Unlike
the white parents in the Toronto study,10 who felt that their part

black adopted children would experience more serious racial
problems than all-black children i.n a black family, Blacks

feel that the children of mixed parentage will have less problems than all-black children, nrimarily because ·t is antici
pated that these children will be light-skinned with strai ht
or curly hair.

This expectation is a further express·on of

the disdain for blackness on the part of Canadian Blacks.
The !theto!:ic .9[ Black �, il i tancx.
Charismatic leadership is a djstinguishing character
·stic of all social movements, especially in the pre-institu
tional stages.

Black militant leaders in �anada, being mostly

profess·onal and semi-profess·onal, have had far too 1·ttle
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socjal interact·on with the rank and fjle of the black population to have acquired sufficient credibility to effectively
lead them in thejr struggle for equal opportunity on an organ
ized bas·s.11 Their efforts have been too spasmodic and tendjng
t0ward sensationalism rather than toward changing the structures
underlying the racist society.

They are not seen as part of

the black community, but rather as marginal people striving
for upward mobility themselves.

Lacking jn the prerequ"sites

for sustaining a leadership role, they give minimal support to
the task of lifting the black population as they themselves
rise.

They have instead acquired the reputation of failing t0

support act·vely those projects designed to bring about a mea
sure of economic self-suffic·ency for Blacks.

One such organ

ization was the cred·t union, cited above as an example of the
restr·ctions on social action by Blacks.

Harry Brill� 2 discussing such leaders in lh� Organizers

Fail suggests that having no significant ties encoura�es them
to become not active organjzers but angry spokesmen engagjng
in rhetoric.
dominate

Furthermore, the tendency of these organizers to

· those they attempt to organ·ze gives the people the

impression that their opinions and concerns are not important.
Crganizers often prefer to talk about organization rather than
engage in it.

Organjzation requires self-discipline, time and

tasks that are often tedious and seldom dramatic.

Brill ob

served that many organizations and "ndividuals consider social
activists as 'radicals' and refuse to cooperate wjth them.
The leader must create a political atmosphere within his organ
ization that makes it virtually impossible to openly challenge
any of his political positions.

Another pitfall wh"ch the
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aspiring leader must avoid is the temptation to dedicate him
self to a revjval of an unjustly unrecognized past history of
his people.

Fanon 13 warns against exalt"ng the past at the ex

pense of the present and future well-being of the group.
We suggest that the rhetoric and the tactjcs employed
by most black militants in Canada

uring the past decade have

been i.neffective as a strategy to combat the subtle form of
racism in this society.

The 'stand-ins' described earljer in

this chapter were "ndeed demonstrations of militancy.

However,

they served not to change the nature of the racist socjety but
only to expose the flagrantly discriminatory practice to public
vjew at a time when white Canada was vigorously deny."ng jts
rac sm.

The tactic did not reflect the strategy preferred by

the black population nor was it endorsed by them.
White power holders and the black population alike react
negatively to black militancy.

Fanon describes the reactjon

of the white man to militancy in a rather sarcastic manner�
,·hen it does happen that a Negro looks fiercely
at the white man, the whjte man tells him� "Brother
there js no difference between us." And yet the
rlegro knows that there is a difference . . . But
most oftenthere i.s nothing--nothing but indif
ference, or a paternalistic curiosity. 14
Sometjmes, when h"s paternalistic curiosity is aroused, he may
give the militant some scraps from his table, so to speak, to
keep him quiet for a while.
The Effects of Powerlessness.
It should be strongly emphasized in exam1n1ng
Blacks in Canada that there is no such a bejng
as a Canadian Black. Blacks residing in British
Columbia are entjrely different from those ln
:Jova Scotia; Blacks in Canada have no common
cause, no common history, no central unifying
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leader, and no common econom·c status. The only
common aspect of their lives ·s the discrimination
that they have suffered. The provinc·alism of
Blacks in anada has not been broken by mass com
mun·cation or by the attempts of a few leaders to
expand the "nfluence of Black organ·zat·ons.

. . . . . . . . .

.

. . . . . . .

.

. . . . . . .

isunificat·on ·.s also sign·fied by the lack of
coliesi.on among existing leaders, demonstrating
that a latent unwillingness to join with others
is as much an admissjon of failures as a state
ment of no desire to organize at all.
15

The pro r·ncialism, difmnification and lack of a common 8ause
and a common history js further evidence of Blacks' inability
to successfully counteract the subtlet·es of

ana

an racism

and the futiljty of any express·on of mil"tancy by them.
Blacks ·n Cana a as a numer·cally insignificant minority
group, ·solated, unorgan·zed, amb·guous in pol·t·.cal, social,
ethical and reli�·ous values do not possess socio-political
economic power.
po1erlessness

The factors

\'!h

•

eh have contr·buted to th· s

resent a formidable barrier to the real·zat·on

of their full human potent·a1.

Professor Henry avers that

"Blacks know that they have been ignored and neglected for
generations . . . they

appear to have at least super-

ficjally accepted their role as neglected, forgotten "coloured"

people.11 16

ndicators of the powerlessness of Blacks in vanada are:
1

here j. no common identity other than skin c0lour.
Therefore the black group does not constitute a com
munity in the usual sense.

2

No )erson, organ·zation, church or other group can
clajm to be representative of, or spokesman for Blacks.
� organjzation can cla�n membership of more than 1 %
of the black populatjon and all organizations comb"ned
do not cla·m 50% as members. Hence none can be des·g
nated as a 'community' expression of the group. 17
J

Jost persons currently reco n·zed as leaders or re
presentatives by ��ite ,anadians have a record of
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non-involvement within the black group.
4) Blacks as a group have not supported organized activ"ty
to promote better race relationships or to curb discri
minat·on ·n any aspect 0f socio-econom�c life. The
��tjonal lack voalition of vana a, for example, has
been trying since 1969 to become the recognized repre
sent�tive umbrella organizat·on for Blacks across van� a
w"th 1·ttle observable success.
The psychological effects of experiences of discrim" a
t·on and social isolat·on are often manifested in a lack of
_n situations wh"ch "nd"cate a

motivatjon for many Blacks.

need for social action there are three basic pos·tions from
which one may view a problem and from which one can act: 1

the

sjtion of need or deprivation; 2) the posit"on of privilege
and J) the position of the marginal man.

LJeprivation, sjnce

·t affects the ind"vidual uite personally, like a 'blow on the

head', prov"des a natural incentire, felt need, to prompt one
to act.

flhy the , one may ask, do not more deprived Blacks

become ·nvoJved ·- correcting

injustices against them?

The

answer, simplistic though it may seem, is that most depr·ved
people lack the soc ·.al and

olit ·cal skj lls, the vocabulary,

the or anizat·onal tools and the i nclination which are necessary
·n every such situation.

The amount of �ork involved ·n such

action is seen as hardly worth the time and effort when the
results are seen to be of little direct benefit to the person
himself or to his people.

Discouragement, frustrat·on and re

sirrnatjon to the hard facts of powerless are the common atti
tudes of Blacks jn :anada.

The black drop-out, for example,

feels personally inadequate and guilty.

Both he and others

fail to perce�ve, and consequently to act upon, the "mplica
tjons of structural and historical factors.

Thus, personal
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inadequacy and a second class citizenship mentality develop,
accor ·ng to the iova Scot·a study.18
Williams points out that the unorgan·zed and hence p0wer
less group is a major concern for Human

"ghts agencies:

U l"ke the organize group which is its �vn
major ·nstrum nt of soc"al change, the relatively
powerless group tends to rely on an external group
to bring about desired change and perhaps help
�ith ·ts organizat·on and mob".lization of resources.
Traditionally, the agency Goncerned habjtually
depended upon the education and persuasion of pol"cy
makers outs"de the group in its efforts to help . . .

. . .

.

. . . . . . . . . . . .

.

. . . . . . .

.

1'w1any m"litants are now attempt·ng to attain their
roup's ends through the use of this technique
but they are unable to marshal the major nource of
strength available to them, which ·s solidarity. 1 9
Helling agrees, adding that a minor·ty group cannot alone ·m
prove its pos"tjon; alliances with other groups and inst·tut·ons
are necessary.20 The problem with all"ances, however, is that
roups must be or anized internally before they can form an
alliance.

We have shown that largely due to the effects of

racism, effective organization ·s not a foreseeable probab"l"ty
for Blacks in �anada.
The second nosit"on from which a person may v·e

and act

to resolve a soc·a1 problem is the position of privjlege.
have seen, however, that Blacks

�e

ho have attained a measure of

privilege or mobility in soc·ety �re l"mited by the three·factors

,vh"ch vrowe1121 has

eluc"dated, namely the pressures of h18

job, his obligat·on to hjp fam:ly and the fact that such socjal
act·on is purely voluntary.
The position of the marginal man who has enjoyed some
of the priv"le es of the major society and also the deprivat·ons
'hich h"s own

roup has suffered, appears to be the most viable

position from which to initiate social action.
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The 'blows on

the�ad' which he has received makes him realize that the so

ciety that granted him his privjleges is the same sod ety that
deprived him of full participation.

When he considers that his

only hope lies in attempting to change the basic racist �truc
tures, he may resolve to risk his privileges in order to secure
his rights.

Besides the powerlessness that results from the lack of

or�anization, Blacks often are not able to handle the problems

stemming from the need to try harder and wait longer.

Most

complainants who percei_ve themselves as victims of djscrimina

tjon, especially in seeking upgrading or promotion, lack one

essentjal prerequ·site to upward mobility, namely the knowledge
of and the ability to use the skills of indirect, informal

soc1al interaction with their peers and their bureaucratic
superiors outside the work place.

Such knowledge and skills

are kept from Blacks and even those who do possess the knowledge
are not allowed to use it because of the racist nature of
social protocol and convention, as we have noted above.

Julius Lester22 says that "when you're powerless, you

reach the point ,here you rea1·ze that y0u are all alone,"
(like our correspondent from British Columbia).

nThose who

said they were your friends were never your friends, because

they unjlaterally define the relationship."

Binstock and Ely2 3

po·nt out further that "powerless persons have no way to con

front their ultjmate enemies; they have little leeway i_n choosing

opponents or shaping the rules of combat."

Then the media often

give the impression that the powerless group is a tower of
strength, when in reality there is more noise than substance

4
to any movement emanating fro� within ·t.2
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On the other hand,

Blacks who have attained a measure of success, hence power,
become jncreasingly aware of their relative powerlessnes8 in
effecting changes or·even jn defining thejr own career paths.
White racism has had a pervasive and powerful effect on
Canada's black population.

Since Blacks cannot deny or ignore

it, they must face the reality of subtle and evasive acts of
djscrjminatjon and social ostracism.

They are frustra�ed re

peatedly in their attempts to deal with racially based s_·tua
Alienation fro1:1 the mainstream of society js a conse

tions.

quence of the circumstances emanat1ng from the distinctive
elements of Canadian white racism.
White society's fajlure to recognize the presence of
Blacks as a significant social group or to deal with its own
racism presents the individual Black with a serious ident�ty
problem.

Should he affirm his blackness and face the socio

economic consequences or should he seek ways of bein� 'wh�te',
since to be 'Janadian' for the major society is to be white?
And as Fanon says in this context, to be white is to be rich,
to be intelljgent, to be beautiful.25
v e found further that a by-product of the ident·ty
problem js a strong colour consciousness which is part of the

child-rearing process and an integral aspect of Black folklore

and socialization.

This colour consc·ousness is expressed in

ways such as ranking within the family and soci_al group, passing,
interracial marrjage, intra-racial marriaee and the ascription
of status and prestige according to the 'whiteness' of indivi
duals.

While admittedly this phenomenon is less apparent among

the young Blacks, it ·s present and is a direct consequence of

the jmpact of racism on Blacks ·n

anada.

Black mjlitancy, such as we see developing in the United
States and Afrjca is impossjble for Janadian Baacks because
they have fa"led to respond to attempts to organize them and
because, as an ·ns·gn"ficant numerical�

social and poljt"cal

eroup they are powerless to effe-ct structural changes or to
advance their own cause.

They must rely upon the conscience

of the Nhite power holders and decis"on makers.
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"The re 8 nonse8 of the.indiv·dual to person8 and thj ng 8
are sha-ped by the way they look to him-- hi.8 cognitive world."
Krech et al cont·nue by po·nting out that these res onse8 are
determined by:

hi� phys·cal

-

and social environment; h·s nPycho

--

lo�ical structure: hi 8 wants and rroals; hi8 past exper·ences:
ur
Our first impression 8 tend to resist change.
cognit·ons tend to chan·e in.the direct·on of �n
ew informat·on tend8 to be
creased con�onance.
accomm dated jn such a manner as to ma·ntain the
consonance of our pre-ex·stin� cognitions. 2
Thi� tendency towards such consonance

resents one of the d*f

ficultje8 recopnized early in our study nf the dist·nctive
t is that many of the terms and

character of racjsm in Canada.

s�tuat·ons w·th whjch we were concerned lacked a commona ity
cJf

meanin

both w ·thin and between the two

rouos under con-

s·derat·on, vanadian Blacks and vanad·an Whjtes.

Term� ufled

and situat·ons described are perceived d*fferently by persons
with different past exneriences.

t was therefore considered

necessary at the outset to define the terms related to Black/
V hjte relation8hins as used in the contextual framework of our
thes·s, to be aware of the �uances in terminology before we
could isolate the nuances of the subject matter of our thes· 8 .
iace muPt be d.fferent·ated from ethnicity and culture; rac·�m

from di 8 crim·nat·on; djscrimjnation from prejudice
83

blackness

R4
from skin pigmentation.

Having made these distin c tions we

pre c eded to state our thesis.
Restatement of the Thesis.
The thes·s

resented here is as follows:

{acism in Canada involves a negative evaluat·on
and unjust treatment of Blacks whi.ch, although
less severe than in some parts of the world ·s
fun c tionally persjstent and pervasive be c ause
wh·tes deny their ra c ism, do not recognize the
presence of bla c k people as a signifi c ant so c ial
grou and do not have to fa c e up to the qua1·tative
effe c ts of their own c overt and diffuse a c ts of
discrimination a ainst the powerless bla c k popu
lation, who, as a result have be c ome alienated,
anonymous and c onstrained to disdain their own
bla c kness. The denial of ra c ism, the non-re c og
nit·on of Bla c ks and the weakness of the black
c ommunity c ombine to give Bla c k/White relationshi s
their sue c ifi c c hara c ter.
,.{eferen c es were quoted and illustrations presented wh· eh in
di c ated that the Canadian ra c ial situation does have distin c 
tive chara c teristi c s and that the subtleties of ra c ·sm as it
fun c tions in Canada are diff· c ult to isolate, define or

c oun�

tera c t be c ause they are obs c ured by an expressed ·deology of
fair treatment for all.
Emniri c al

ata

Q.n

Ra c ism in Canada.

Canada's offi c ial publi c poli c y as pro c laimed in publi. c
documents and pro c lamations were examined and it was found that

havin.q; made the proc-lamations, Janadian power holders and
1

de c ision makers pro ceed to ie;nore the presen c e of Bla c ks as a
sjgnifi c ant social group and to determine their attitudes and
a c tions on the premise that this is a land with little or no
ra c e problem.

It was found, far example, that our immigration

poli c ies and pra c ti c es were based on a s urious myth about
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Black s which resulted in the effect·ve exclusion of black im
migrant s until about 1q65, when the need for technical and pro
fes s ional

s kill s

and the decljne in immigration from western

Europe brou ht about the largest wave of non-white immigrants
in Canada 1 s hi. s tory, increa s ing our non-white populatjon from
30,000-50,000 to 200,000-300,000 in ten years.

But even with

thi s influx the percentage of Blacks ha s alway s remained below

2%

both nationally and in areas of greate s t urban concentrat·on

as

5%

other than Toronto, where the black population may be a s hi.gh
·n 1981.
His torical patterns and present arrangements ·n housing,

employment, education and service s were examined.

t wa s found

that Black s have been the victims of segregation in hous ing
s ince

the arrival of the f"rst black settlers almost two hun

dred years ago, and that these natterns of se regation have
ners is ted, by and large, to the time of our study.

Furthermore,

the pyhs1cal isolation emanating from segregation has affected
all areas of socio-economic life.
In employment, .Black s rank low on the

s cale,

being dis

proportionately concentrated in low-s kill, low-uay, menial
occupati.ons with de facto limitations on their career o por
tunities.

All studies verified that the employment

s tatuP

of

Blacks, when con s i.dered as an identifiable group, emanated from
rac"al factors rather than

s olely

from

s oc"al

clas s factors.

n education, service s and religious affil"at·on it was
found that Black s were a atn relatively disadvantaged.
'mer·t

The

rinc"ple', wh�ch ·s es nou s ed in overt polic"es of

decision makers, ,ras found to be larRely mythical becaus e the
•vie· ou s c·rcle of perpetuation•, to which Mc:Jiarmi.d and Pratt
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make reference,.pervades all aspects of Canada's socio-economic
structures.

Structural, pervasive racism restricts the activi

ties and the opportunities of Blacks because the relationships
between them and v"rhites and their mobility in the mainstream
of society is consistently and invariably defined and controlled
by the �hites.

Legislation prohibiting racial discrimination

was found to be virtually ineffective in counteracting the
subtle, evasive forms in which discrimination and racism

�e

expressed in 0anada.
The Distinctive Character of Racism in Canada.
The empirical data validate the nostulation that Canada's
official policy of fair treatment for all has not permeated
the historic patterns and social arrangements which nropogate
raci.sm.

It follows , then, that the white power holder and

decision maker, having had no adequate education or socializa
tion in interracial interaction, is first of all constrained
to deny not only his ·own racism but the racism of society as
well, if the illusion of fair treatment is to be maintained.
Although he has not had to face up to the qualit ativ e adverse
effects of racism on Blacks he must be careful to legitimize
any action, favourable or unfavourable, which he takes i.n a
riven racial situation.
Jnforr-ied, intellip-ent Canadians do not overtly practise
discrimination, and since it is -proh:ibited by law and the

penalties for vi.olations are
for legitimacy is paramount.

�

:-id enf rceab1e-� the need

What most Canadian Whites fail

to see is that they are pre�isposed to discrim"nate on racial
grounds by the very nature of society and by the sorts of

behaviour and the social arrangements which have become inst·
tutionalized--the way th:i.nr,s are.

However, overt discrimina

tion 1s rejected because it is ·ncons·stent with the soc·ety's
den · a

o f 1·t P rac · 9m. 3

1ts perpetuat·on.

The denial of racism further enhances

f society does not face up to :its rac·st

structures and recognize that one does not need to be person
ally anta onistjc toward�Blacks or other racial groups ·n order
to function as a racist, then society will maintain the status
guo on this matter.
The non-recognition of Blacks as a significant social
�roup 1s a v·tal element ·n the distinctive character of racism
in Canada.

Unl"ke countr·es like South Africa and the United

States, Canad"ans can effectively i nore the miniscule black
opulation.

�h"le Blacks who can be identified as such physi

cally are very 'vi.s:i.ble', they can suddenly become 'inv"sib e'
�,hen the situation calls for it, such as in employment, when
a promot ·.on or an up rad·ng is be· n

cons·dered or ·n school

�hen the teacher fails to see the hand of the br"ght young
black student ra·sed in response to a question or when the
textbook implies that all of Janada's heroes and celebr"ties
are wh"te and Blacks are forgotten or nictured in demeaning
terms.

The ·gnoring of Canadian Blacks enhances the racial

status guo, but more "mportantly it ascribes a unique moral
character to the situation.
� �et of {ac·.sm on Canad·an Blacks.
Blacks jn Canada cannot i nore or deny the racism of
society because it pervades every asp�ct of their act"vity.
ome

erceive the situation as more serious than others do.
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Their perceptions are related to their personal experiences,
their socialization and the particular aspects of the folklore
whjch they esuouse, their acquired skills :i.n dealing with
situation in which they are confronted with their blackness,
their Eeneral attjtude toward society, their goals and aspir
ations in 1·fe--in e ect their cognition and thetr conditioned
responses.

Whatever their perceptions, Blacks who exuerience

discrimination are usually frustrated by the subtly cGncealed
ways in which it is expressed and exercised.
From early childhood they have learned that jn order
to achieve even a minimal degree 1of success they must expect
to work harder, wait longer and develop snecial skills in
interracial social interaction along the way, not only to
advance in society but even to survive physically, socially,
economically and p�ychologically.

Several alternative res

ponses are offered to them but included in each is an under
lying awareness of their powerlessness; that their only friend
'out there' is the consci.ence of the 'significant other' White
who has the power and the privilege of defining their relation
shjps, both collectively and at the individual level.

The

socialization of the black child includes the early recopn"tion
of the fact that he is 'different' from the majority of Cana
dians and he must cope with that difference.

Unlike wh·te

children who learn little or nothing about Blacks, black
ch.ldren learn a great deal about the people who make up the
society in which they must interact.
We have discussed several of the areas in which the
impact of rac·sm is manifest among Canada's Blacks.

One of
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the problems is that of ident·ty.

Ve have seen that two thir s

of adult interv·ewees in five urban centres did not want to
be called " lack", and another 16% were undecided.

This means

that 82% of the samnle did not fully identify with blackness.
1oreover we found that the values of Blacks are derived pri
mar·ly from the major society rather than ·ndigenously.

To

be 'Canadian' for many is psychologically equated with be"ng
t follows then that standards of beauty, of

vhite.

ehaviour

and of personal as ·rations will be those of white soc·ety.
But then the Black is faced with a dilemma.

White

socjety i-nores him as a black person, places limitatjons and
restr·ctions on hi.s access to upward mobility and then den·es
that his race has had anything to do with determinin
treatment he has received.

Out of frustration,

the

lacks develop

many responses to the situation of being powerles� members of
a small group in a virtually all-wh"te society.

iany become

apathetic, drop out of school, accept menial jobs and attempt
to make the best of a bad situation and 'survive'; others who
developed

anipulatory skills become small scale 'soc·al

brokers'; some pursue what is seen to be the most viable route
to 'success' as defined by white society, the academic/pro
fessjonal career path; some attempt to counteract the racism
of soc·ety by becom·ng social activists; and a fe� who are not
v·s·bly black try 'nassing' or physical separation from the
particular black community where they are known.

But all of

these responses emanate from the saMe source--society's racist
aspects: the denial of this racism and the non-recneniti n of
Blacks as bejng as 'Janadian' as Hhites are.

GO

Dev·ous mechan·sms and att·tudes have emerged, ·
· ncludine
exnressions of colour consc·ousness w"th·n the race's folklore,
myths concerning i.nterracial marrjage and the beauty and jntel1·gence of the children of such marriages, jnability to oruanize
ther'1selves arounrl common problems related to racis n.

These

and other responses which we have discussed all ind·cate that
blackness in jtself is not a sufficient unifying force to ev0ke
a consjstent proaram of action to deal with racism.

Th"s makes

the rhetoric of black militancy and its related 'black ·s
beautiful' concept little more than an academic, esoteric ex
ercise.
Provincj a 1 i Pm, disunity, powerlessness, numerical ins i g
n·fi cance, disorganizat·on and small scale social brokera�e
are all related to what the black m"litants call rac·a1 gen c"de.

ihite rac·sm and its legacy, non-recognit"on and lack

of e-pathic awareness of the black presence and the

owerless

ness of Blacks the�selves together give �anadian racjsm ·ts
dist�nct moral character.

The only friend of the Black ·n

the context of our thesis is the moral conPc�ence of the White.

s_

�·tie �2!2�

!2x

anadian Socie!x: Affirmati.ve Act·.on.

Since action to overcome racism a�atnst Blacks must de
pend largely upon init"atives from Whites whose moral conscious
ness has been aroused, then a key strategy

fo� concerned Nhites

must include some form of affirmative action.
ation in 0anada as we have describe

Given the situ

it, aff"rmatjve act·on

is ·mperative, not �ust to provide ·ob opnortunities for Blacks
but to change the racist structures of the soc·ety ·tself.

A pa�phlet nublished by Labour vanada in 1976 entitle
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"Affir ative Acti.on: Gu·ctelines for Employers," def·nes Affirm
at·ve Action in employment as a program undertaken by employers
to jmprove the representat·on of a designated group of people
in all areas of their work force.

The pamphlet goes on to Ray:

Affirmative Act·on is not, as some would describe ;t
"di.scrimi.nation ·n reverse,"
iscr·mination ·n employ
ment in Canada is seldom malicious, seldom motivated
by deep feel"ngs of racism or prejud·ce.
t is most
often s·mply the non-recoanit"on of the mer·t or
)otential of the mjnor·ty group member, or worn n,
with preference gjven to the ma·ority group member
who moGt closely anproximates the expectations of the
employer. Most often the person selected for the "ob,
the promotion or the training opuortunity is the can
didate who, in the judgment of the employer, js most
"personally suitable" for the job. Personal suita
b"lity cr·teria, however, often by their very nature,
exclude the minority group member or the woman.
By formulating and adonting an Affirmative Action ulan,
an employer undertakes to act pos"tively to remove
traditional barri.ers to employment that have adversely
affected certain rou�s in our soc·ety. . esults are
achieved by employers seeking out and identify"ng
qualified or potent·ally qual.fied target group mem
bers within their exist�ng work force and in the
community in which they o-:Jerate, and by develonin
those human resources for jobs with increastn� res
ponsibiljty and promotion potent"al . . .

. . . . . . .

.

. . . . . .

.

. . . .

. . . ..

. . .

. . .

Strate ies are develo ed that will in time effectively
equalize all opportunities related to emplo�nent:
recruitin , hir"n , training, management development,
promotion, and so on • . .

. .

.

. . . .

.

. . . . .

. . .

. . . .

Affirmat·ve Action aims at ut·ljz"ng human resources
to their fullest potential and, if nothing els� is
good bus:ness. 4
The fact that affirmative action programs are bein

con

sidered is indicatjve of the awareness of a very few white de
cisjon makers to the injustices of racism in Canada and of a
desire to resnond positively.

However, affjrmative act·on has

been slow in 'catching on' as a method of combatting the ·n
stitutional patterns and social arran ements by wh"ch Blacks

Q2

hav� been excluded in many instances and limited in many others
f rom

Very

moving upward i.n Canadian society.

f ew

government

a[!enc ies, trade uni.ons or c0rporat·ons have as yet accented
the pr·nc· le and taken steps to ·mplement such nrograms.
Furthermore, neither the

federal

Human

i hts Commission nor

any other human r·ghts agency in any jurisdiction :in Canada
excent the- Nova Scotia Human Rights Comm·ssion has seen

f it

to ins·st that af firmative action nrograms must include Blacks.
Th·s is

further

evidence that the black presence has not been

adequately recogn·zed, nor the econom·c needs o f Blacks taken
Periously.
The problem is that partic·pation by employers in those
plans that have been advocated is purely voluntary.

everthe

less, the concept does o f fer to society a viable option wh·ch,
i. f it were very seriously considered and vigorously :implemented
could noss·bly change the patterns o f racism and rrive hone to
the Blacks of vanada.

t could be a means o f modi. fy·.n� the

soc·etal structures in the direction of our avowed o en soc·ety
nolicy.
Conclusion.
We have establ.shed the validity o f our thes·s ·n all
�ts asnects.

Canada is a racist society.

ac sm is denied

by white society and Blacks are not reco nized as a siFn·r·cant
social entity.

The powerlessness o f Blacks places the onus

on Wh·tes in the society to br·ng to conscious awareness the
presence and the socio-economic situation of Blacks and hope
fully

to take nosit·ve, affirmatiV,e action to mod"fy, and,

where nossible, compensate for the historjcally based
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injustices to which the complacency of white society has sig
nificantly contributed.
The thesis which we have establjshed is an extremely
complex one.

t deals with a subject which every Canadian

thinks is familiar to him.

Almost everyone one meets will

admit, moreover, that there are possibly isolated cases of
discrimination in 8anada, even thrmgh no one will admit that
he is guilty.

Despite this, the social scientists had little

difficulty in establ1?hing that racial discrimination has been
a pri1;1e factor in the relat·vely lower socjo-economic status
and deprivation of Blacks wherever we find them, especially
in our cities.
Even though the sources used in this presentation have
provided data to support this thesis, none of them has shown
that he recognized the persistence and the subtlety of a racism
in Canada which iP rooted in the cultural values and the insti
tutjonal structures of the society.

The unconscious and un

conditional acceptance of these values and situations by both
Whites and Blacks contributes to the unique character of that
racism.
It required extensive research and analysis to null to
gether all the contributing factors and coordinate them into
a valtd thesjs.

Years of experience in attempting to cone with

the reality of living as a Black in Canada gives one knowledf"e
which cannot be documented from scholarly works, necess·tating
the use of many unpublished papers and documents, including
some from the writer's personal records.

For this reason we poPtulate that the thesis which we
have elucidated is one which should, hopefully, sttmulate
scholars as well as underr-raduate students to delve more deeply
into its i.mplications for other powerless groups in Canad"an
soc ·.ety--the handicapned, eh i ldren, the aged, the al· enated
poor, in fact all the socially, economically and nolitically
djsadvantaged .

. t should also sttmulate further study into

the situation of minority groups in a country such as Canada
whose population is multi-racial but where nower is concen
trated in one dominant racial group.
Soci.ety has a grave moral resnom:;ibility, through its
nryver holders and decision makers, to become more informed
about and sens·.t · ve to the needs of its powerless members and
to take pos"i.t !LVe steps to provjde and ensure true equal ·ty of
onnortuntty for all its people.
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1David Krech, rlichard S. Crutchfield and Egerton L.
Ballachey, Tndividual in Society, (Toronto, fvlcGraw-Hill,
1G62 ) , D • 1 7 f .
2 Tbid. , p . 5 6 •
31-tecent statistical surveys showing that as much as JO%
of Canadians favour an all-white 0anada do not alter our thesis.
Surveys and polls allow the individual to express his feelings
anonymously. The contradictions and the hypocr,isy of society
are simply reinforced by them. Furthermore, since they are
impersonal and anonymous the racist ·.n society need not deny
his racism.
4Affirmative Action: Gui.delj neB_ for Employers, Labour
Canada, Ottawa, 1976.
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COMPOSITE ANALYSIS OF LEGISLATION TO COMBAT
RACIAL DISCRIMINAT:ION· ·IN CANADA
- L.E. Talbot, March 1975
PROHIBITED ASPECTS OF DISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS OF RACE,
COLOUR AND NATIONAL ORIGIN
All jurisdictions prohibit discrimination in
(a) Employment and terms and conditions of employment, except
that:
Nova Scotia stipulates that exemption applies to domestics
who live in the same house as the employer;
Prince Edward Island and Quebec exempt non-profit
organizations;
Alberta exempts farm employees residing in the house of
the employer;
Newfoundland exempts denominational schools and superin
tendents and assistant superintendents of education;
Saskatchewan exempts school boards where religious
instruction is part of the curriculum (The Act does not
stipulate whether discrimination is prohibited by such
boards on the basis of race, colour and/or national
origin);
An Order-in-Council published in �e�ruary, 1973 established
a special branch of the Public Service Conunis·sion of Canada
to investigate complaints in the Public Service. A
complaint against the Commission itself would be investi
gated by a person appointed from outside the Commission.
Reference to race and colour are prohibited in advertise
ments for jobs, application forms and other information in
pre-employment procedures in all jurisdictions.
All jurisdictions prohibit discrimination or exclusion in
membership by trade unions.
Professional and occupational associations are specified
in the legislation of Ontario and Quebec.
Ontario and Prince Edward Island are the only provinces
which prohibit discrimination by employment agencies in
referrals for positions although all other jurisdictions
except Quebec prohibit discrimination by employment
agencies"acting on behalf of an employer". Federal
legislation prohibits discrimination in referrals.
- 1 -

- 2 -
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(b) Accommodations, services and facilities
Although there are interprovincial and local transportation,
accommodation, services and other institutions and agencies
of the Government serving the public under Federal jurisdic
tion there is no l egislation prohibiting discrimination in
the providing of services to the pub lic by these institutions.
All jurisdictions, provincial and territorial except the
Federal government prohibit discrimination in the providing
of services, accommodations and facilities which are
normall y provided to the public.
Ontario, however exempts from this portion of the legis lation
establishments where 'public decency' is a factor for consider
ation.
(c) Housing and rental of dwelling units
This aspect of Canadian Life does not come under-Federal
jurisdiction except that in the granting of loans under the
National Housing Act and the provisions of Central Mortgage
and Housing Corporation discrimination is prohibited.
All provincial jurisdictions prohibit discrimination on the
grounds of race and colour in the sal e, lease and rental of
commercial and dwelling rental units.
Nova Scotia, however, exempts from the prohibitions the
situation where one room is rented in A.private dwelling
and is not advertised publicly.
In Ontario, where the occupancy of a dwell ing is limited to
one sex such dwelling is exempt from the provisions of the
Code.
(d) Investigating Agencies
At the Federal level there are presentl y two investigating
agencies. The� Employment Practices Branch of the
Department gJ Labour investigates complaints of discri
mination under Sections (2)and (5) of the Canada Labour
Code, Part I, Fair Employment Practices. The Anti-discri
mination Branch of the Public Service Commission of Canada
investigates complaints within the Public Service of
Canada except in the Commission itself. Human Rights
Commissions a..r� established in Alberta, British Columbia,
Manitoba, Quebec, New Brunswick, Ontario and Saskatchewan. l

1 Bill 50, An Act Respecting Human Rights -and Freedoms
National Assemb ly of Quebec, 1975

- 3 -
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All of these Commissions are authorized by legislation
to promote the intent and purpose of the legislation through
advertising, education and other methods of promotion.
Ontario alone (1) provides for action to increase the
employment opportunities of disadvantaged groups and
(2) gives the Commission the authority to initiate investi
gations where the Commission has reason to believe that the
provisions of the Code have been violated.
The Federal Government and the provinces of Prince Edward
Island and Newfoundland do not have a Commission whose
primary or sole function is to administer and promote the
provisions of anti-discrimination or human rights legislation.
Prince Edward Island's legislation is under the direct
administrative authority of the Minister of Labour and
Manpower Resources; and in Newfoundland the legislation
is administered by the Director appointed by the Minister
of Labour •
. (e) Boards of Inquiry to be established in cases where the
investigating agency is unable to effect a settlement of
the complaint are provided for in the legislation of the
Federal government and the provinces of Alberta, New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia and Ontario.
(f) Penalties
Penalties to persons or corporations, agencies or organi
zations found to be in violation of the relevant legislation
are as follows:
Federal Jurisdiction:

Individuals, Maximum $100, Corporations,
etc., $500 (Penalty not invoked to date)

Alberta:

Individu�l, Maximum $200; others $1,000

British Columbia:

none

Manitoba:

Individuals $50 to $500; others $200
to $1,0-00

New Brunswick:

Individuals, Max. $500; others Max. $2,000

Nova Scotia:

Individuals, Max. $500; others Max. $1,000

Ontario:

Individuals, Max. $1,000; others Max.$5,00(

Prince Edward Island:

Individuals, Max. $100; others Max. $500

Quebec:

In accordance with the Sununary Convictions
Act (Revised Statutes, 1964, Chapter 35}
Part II

Saskatchewan:

Individuals,.· . $100 to $500; others
$400 to $2,000

Individuals, Max. $100; others Max. $500

- 4 -
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(g} Compensation to Complainants when upheld:
Federal Jurisdiction:

Reinstatement or next opportunity, and
remuneration for loss of wages as a
result of violation

Alberta:

- do -

British Columbia:

- do -

Manitoba:

- do -

New Brunswick:

- do -

Nova Scotia and Ontario: At the discretion of the Conunission
and/or Board of Inquiry
Prince Edward Island:

No provision

Quebec:

Determined by the Conunission

Saskatchewan:

Loss of wages as result of the
violation

(h) Reprisals by Respondent against Compla-inant or other person
assisting, giving evidence or participating in the investi
gation of a complaint:
Prohibited by all Federal and Provincial legislation
(i} Legislation Binds the Crown in Alberta, Manitoba, New
Brunswick, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Prince
Edward Island, Quebec and Saskatchewan but not in Federal
Jurisdiction. British Columbia's new Human Rights Bill,
1974, binds the crown in that province.
(Other amendments to the British Columbia legislation are
not available at time of this writing}
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ADDENDUM
TO
APPENDIX A
Canadian Human Rights Act, enacted 1977, proclaimed in force
March 1, 1978.
This Act replaced Canada Labour Code, Part I, Fair Employment
Practices. Under its provisions-,---:r-is�a-prohibited discrimi
natory practice to discriminate on the grounds of ra·ce, colour,
religion, national or ethnic origin, sex, age or marital status
in the provision of goods, services or accommodations, and on
these grounds plus criminal conviction for which a pardon has
been granted or physical handicap in matters pertaining to
employment.
The Canadian Human Rights Act binds the Crown in Right of
Canada and its jurisdiction covers all enterprises operating
under the authority of the Parliament of Canada, including the
Government of Canada, its departments and agencies.
Section 15 of the Act provides for the approval of programs
designed to improve the employment opportunities of members
of groups covered by the Act, i.e. Affirmative Action rrograms.
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EXTRACT FROM

PATHFINDERS OF LIBERTY AND TRUTH

A CENTURY HITH

AM HER S TB U R G RE G U LAR f1I S S IO NAR Y B A P TI S T AS S O C I ATIO N

1940

(*Note portions marked.*)
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or the Divinn Law or reriprof'it Y. nnt.l are rount.l, In the recent de
velop111ent o( llrn Mor�:111 Caiw, Lo he fraught with Incalculable
evils lo the social, civil nn<l religlo11� Interests or our country;
therefore, resoh·t•,I, that we sok·muly a,lvlRe all th& churches
cornJlOHing lh!R Assodalion to ,immediately withdraw fellowship
from any mcmher that 1n-:t)· hereafter connect· with any such
sof'icty, ant.I l?eini.: now a member or any secret society, shall per
sist in rontinuin,; In such connection."
( 1'hl8 ntt itude toward serr{'t soci�llcs has long since been
·altered, for the presenl moderator and many or the' t.lencons of
the churcheg are members or the Masonic Order, or the Grand
United Order or Odd FellowR.)
CO�THO\'l•:IL'°"\" \\'l'l'H IA):\(,i l'Ol�T U.\l"'l'IS'r ASSOCIATION

Cl

IJ 1.� �y_i�!�n�. f.ro!1_1 .�!����agre '!'_i��t_es or 184_5 t��! _ some
ulffel'lrnccs or_ importance ha<l ari!:1en _ between Amherstburg Daptist
Associa lion I.UH.I Long Point !Ja1>ti�� _Association ( now .\Y�. "t��
Association), though no hinl is given other than that, whereas
0111i_ t �o fraternal clele_g:1tes __i'.t'.��e . aip�il}J�<J.- tQ._.!!i�- �iclilg�n
lli.l>.ti�t __ ,:\,si.uciati�,n__ �nd .JJ.!� o_!!�e_r _ _AusocL�tions with --�h�h___t!'_is
AssQclut•-0n had heen l'orrei;pon<llng_, nlnf;l_brethren were appointed
to open corres1,011Clence with, and to attend the Long
Point
1
�ap_tj_�t ���O(_�i_ alJ.� - a__��!�gation"••t�esiie"oL��fc i--had-11"ot
�Q.l)l)t�juted hefore. nor ha� .:�iJ1c,�. The brethren appointed
we-re: Elder A. Illnga, M. J. Lightroot, Horace H. Hawk-Ins, S.
White, P. Stokes, Deacons 0. French, E. Matthews, W. Carter,
and N. W. Drown.
El<lcr H. H. HawkinR, the moderator in 1S4G, and, It seems,
a leadinJ:: Hpir-il in the meetings o( that time, proparect, by appoint
ment. the annu·:.il circular letter or that year, which was accord
Ing to their c11�l0m, printed with the minute!'!. That, and many
other of the eircnlnr letters, proved a h·�tter source or Information
than the minute!'!. That l'!reular letter is a curiosity from two
u_oint-s o( view.....:... as a literary production r,oming !r1Jm one or a
supposedlv ignorant peoplc>, and as ,a circular letter coming trom
q.. Christian bod,· to Hs ron5tituent members. The chiet ohjed
or the writer �eemerl to he to abuse the Long Pojnt A5sociatlon
,,and its members. Few writerR conlcl have done the work better
J,h;an. the writer ot thn t letter.
( I quote from that letter, not to resurrect any gr,ievanr.e of
. ree disllnct renson�: first., because it back�!P
the past. hnt Cor th
a former statement th1t our forefather!. who entered Canada
as is common
d�rJng .. thi�--- pe_!'l�-�I WP.re n�t all 11i1iearne�i'
�!!.IrnoRed, seconcll'!'., heransP, it :-:howp the firm stand taken by o,1r
pioneer lcaclns aga,inst whnt thrv ron!'llclerect wrong, whether In
high or lowlv plar-e�. nnd thir<llY, that all might he given eqnal
wortnnity of PXP.rch::in� their OWn jurlgcme-nt as to the CllUSe a.pd
q.turn of the grievance.)
Extracti; from that letter rrnrl ns follow�:
"TllP timP h;i!. r.omp whpn it. hC'-r.ome� 11s as n.n Assoriatlon,
Compose1l :\� WC arP rlenomi1rntr<l 'the people Of rolor', to stancl
like men of wnr in clefpnc(' of the truth, and our peculiar privil
eges, �ncl to ('xpose the hq�e anu igngmlnjoqs mifsrcweseota,t;aos
. �r the Long Point Associ-:1tlon in Canada West.
Sln<;e we hare

lnen,
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come o u t from ihem n n d have rormcd o u rselves ,Into an Indepen
dent Assoclutlon a11d cast off {he yoke of anli-chrlstian bondage;
no longer to he set at naught In their Ecc:lesias.tical Councils, to
2e looked upon with contempt, to he insulted whenever and
)iherever we meet with them, as we suppoee, to worship the true
and living God.

"'rhe have raised the er
J?elng In tellowshlp with tltem.
e clesire no fellowsh-l
with
Mi,ti-chrl8tla n s, It we had, wf would have staved wHh them and
#'. covered up their i n lq11ltles. ,Unt the true light has come and we
are 110 longer to b� duped hv those agents or the Archnecromancer
�r the Infernal regions or. malignity and ,impetuosity."

*'

lu acc u sation!i a�a!n11t one of their chnrC'hes he says: "Let
us then wei�h I.hi� church ,in the halance or eternal tr u th - - -:
There have heen person3 or rolor who gave ev!clenre or being born
!jalu. They have macle application for membership with that
a
h
c u
n
: ;��,l� t� �;/�e\';��vR�1> ·i:11�; , erson or em��s �r �:lo � W1l ·
t at t ev would haptlze them a11ct take them under their watchcar8
b�t not !ellowRhip with them u� Christians.
What, ,in the name
or truth, du they haptlze I.hem for ! r they are not Christians - to
'
make a. mockery ot a divine instilt!tion?'
"Ye serpents, ye generation or vipers, how can ye escape
the damnation of hell? Oh C:od, how profound. their guilt, how
1-kll rrom heueath has en�arge<.l her
damning the nat. nre or It!
self, and witho u t repento.nce they must 1inevitably descend into
it."
"They aver that we nre <llsorllerly heca1H,e three or our
brethren left. a ch11rl'l1 ht:lo11�i11� to that As!-,;ociation In conse
quence or HOllH� real estate wll1t,11 to one or their hrethren (whoRe
name I wlthhol,1} hy thP. late El<lcr Wm. Wllki-. tor the specl:il
benefit or the· church.
We will now point 011t the cilsorder, und
ask our enemies to sit aH j111li;cs themselve8, anci he that is lnno
Cf'llt let him cast the tlrst �tone, and he vpry <"Heful that lt does
not rebound and rest upon hh� own head.'.

i

:I
.II
I
I
I

I

He called to their attention that that AssoC'\atlon contin u ed
to hold !n I.heir rellowshlp, the a.forr.mentione<I hrother thouJ?;h
cognizant of the fact tlaat he w:1� "gnilty oC ,tefrnudln� the rhurch
out o! the benPllts o( forty acres oC lancl In the District of Col
chester (or several year�. without contrihntln� to the churrh
one single groat- and prl?a<:hing- repentance to �innPrs -at the
same lime.
Oh Shame! Where I!; thy hlush? Oh Long Point
Associu.tlon, where I� the ciisonlcr?"

He diredly a�ks the r111estlon of one or their el<lers, calling
hlm by name, "tr he too has forgotten the tinw when he, a.nu
several others or his o·i,;�oci;ites tried th<'tr very 11tmost to sunder
the church at Ra n rlwlrh. conrr,rnH"rl or our brethren of color, tell
Ing them that they wPre d isnr,lerly ror no of.her reason tharl that
they �er� set. apart a8 a Christian church hy our brethren rrom
the Second Ilapt!st Church of Dr.trait. Mkltigan.
"If the Detroit

River ii. the ho11 ndary flxecl by the

Long

Point As!'rnciatlon for the terminating point of their religion, w�

ehall consider that their rnl·h;ion ha8 heen carried oil by the
ecapP--goat or dark n�s, or hurl�!l near St. Thoma�. or some other

�roper place, prohahly near the

big mnrRh.

For they declare

L_______________________________
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that the Lrcthren rrom Detroit had no ri ht to

#

consent. TIH•y say the case was tried in th� highest court; to
wit, the L,rng Point, l>ut now \Vegtern Baptist AsMciaUon, and�
he ( the elder 11ame«l} dr.l"lared that he derived his authority trom
the above me11lioned 'hi�h court' to act as he d1icl in the matter.
We wou'ld like to know ff there are- any more of the arch-heretics
who sit as judges In the aforesaid 'high court'. l( there- are any
more they hacl lu�tter array I he111selve!'( In thP.:r pontJfical ha.biJi.:.
ments and stan,l as !;�ntinel!-": Jt Wln«lsor, for the brethren from
Detroit a1;e determined to come over and he�p us in spite of Satan
and his �rtlllery."
"\V·ar Is declare<i ! The battle ha� commenced, ancl we intend
to pnsh the victory lo the �ate, and !-hont the triumph on the
high battlement walls of our per"erntorn. 0 Lorn God ot Hosts
speed on th� victory of Thy Son, and we will follow the wheels
of HIH triumphal chariot. an,t Rho11t a� we �o 'floH>anna to the
son oC Dnvi<l, hlPssed is lie that rnmeth In i.he name or the I,ord'."
lie ende,l his Jetter hy i:1ayin�. "The hair 11-aR nevn heen told you,
bnt be aR�nre.d oC the truth of the Rtatement 'Your sins will find
You out'."
( Whatever their rl lfferences, whatever the cause of their
troubles, we. nt this late date, mnst not at!P.mpt to sit In jndg
ment, PspPciallv, when we realize thnt WP, have hut one sifle of
the issne hC'fore ns.
Rather let 11s gain a !Mson rrom the paRt
:,vhlch Is the grpate�t val11e of hlstorv. May we learn that the
Chrlslian quality or forgivrness, when e:xcrrisi:>cl by both parties
to a dispute, can quickly hring abont a settlement of all griev
�.)
Tolerance a nrl forgivPne;:;s must hnve hPPn <'XPrr.ised hy the
leadP.rs of hoth A�sodat.ions for. ns parly as l 8!l:t, ctelegatcR were
exchanged ag::i.in ancl encouraging messages were sent and re
�elved hy both groltps.

GROWTH
In 1847 two new churches joined the Amherstbur� Ilaptist
Assorlatlon. The First Regular Bnplist Church of Colchester,
which harl heen fonn'1ed hy Ehler Wm. Wilks, hncl had at one
time a memhership of eighty-seven, but, now, ,tne to removals,
death, anrl strife within had heen rerlnccrl to five memhern. It
wag represented at the �e!-sion that year hy its pnstor Elder P.
Stokes and Its me�senger Bro. Thomas <:Ipson.
The First Dnp.tist Cl111rc·h ot Hnlnllton which had been or
ganizP,I hy Rev. Washin�ton Christian wa� the second r.hnrr.h .to
.
join that yenr. It had a nwmher�hip of thlrty-six and wn8 repre
sented by its pastor. Elder A. Brown, an,1 its me!'!Renger. Ilro.
Philip Broadwater. The latter was orrlainecl clnring thiR session
·at Amher.st hn r�.
The misi-lonaries wt>re increased to three, El,lcr P. Johnson,
a llcentiatA Bro. W. �. Li�htroot, nnd Elder W. Carter, who bad
been ordained the year before.
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